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Chapter I 
II!RODUOTIOI 
A. Purpo�e o� the T�esis 
Anyone offering something new in theology, new 
in philosophy, or new in science is leaving himself open 
to criticism, An organization which sets forth a point 
of view contrary to the traditional point of view may 
receive much condemnation, This was the situation with 
the early QUakers, Their Biblical interpretation of the 
doctrine of Communion was unlike that of the traditional 
views; therefore, it was questioned, 
Our purpose in this presentation is threefold, 
In the first placet we will re-examine the early Quaker 
doctrine of Communion, It is not that anything new might 
be drawn o ut that has not been thought of before, but 
that the people of our day might consider the view of the 
early Quakers in regard to Communion. OUr desire is to 
set forth as clearly as possible the position which was 
held by the early Quakers during the lifetime of George 
Fox, 
In the second placet we will consider the 
reasons why the early Friends rejected the traditional 
view and accepted the position they did concerning the 
Lord's Supper or Oommunion. There are certain reasons 
which should be considered; for, when the Quakers took 
the stand they did, there must have been reasons Which 
they felt were valid. 
2 
In the third place, we will consider the valid­
ity of the reasons given in the light of the lew Testa­
ment. An effort will be made to examine early Friends' 
use of the Scripture to see if their interpretations 
will stand up in the light of exegetical examination. 
IndiVidual texts will be examinedJand then the texts 
will be read in the light of the context to see if there 
is any misinterpretation in the use of proof texts. 
There will be some Scripture that will never 
be fully explained and about which there will always be 
controversy. There is much Scripture which, according 
to the evangelical Protestant's interpretation, sub­
stantiates the Friends' view. There are other Scrip­
tures that need careful study. Kany people have taken 
a traditional interpretation of the Word of God without 
really making a close study of it for themselves. Kany 
have criticized the Friends' view before they were pro­
perly informed. It is unfair to fully condemn or 
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criticize a group for their beliefs before the beliefs of 
that group have been carefully studied. 
This does not mean that error should be tolerated. 
If such is found, it should be exposed and everything done 
to set forth that error. If this presentation should 
reveal instances when the early Friends misused the Scrip­
tures, it will be pointed out. If certain traditions in 
the churches have issued from wrong interpretations and 
men have so fitted the Word of God to agree with pre­
conceived notions, this, too, should be exposed and the 
truth be known. 
Where there is truth, it ought to be admitted. 
If the early Friends bad a true doctrine, let there be 
frankness to admit the truth of such doctrine. 
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B, Defin�tion of Ter-ms 
In our EngliSh language, there is always some 
difficulty concerning the definition of words. Ken are 
often grossly misunderstood because their terms were not 
correctly defined or because wrong meanings are read into 
terms by readers. 
It must be remembered that, over a period of 
time, our English words change their meaning. For this 
reason, translators have found it necessary to set forth 
a new translation of the Scriptures. Many words have a 
different connotation than they did t hree or four hundred 
years ago. Since the early -Quakers date back over three 
hundred years, it is likely we will be confused unless 
our terms are fully understood. 
There are several terms that have, through the 
years, been used almost synonymously. The terms are com­
munion, the Lord's Supper, the sacrament, and the eucharist. 
Whenever these terms are used, they are most generally used 
in connection with the ritual of the breaking of the bread 
and the drinking of the wine in the church. !he words, 
however, carry more than just the meaning of an outward 
ceremony. 
The words communion and eucharist carry the 
following meanings: 
Communion: 
1. act of sharing; community of condition 
or relation; participation 
2. intercourse between persons; esp. inti­
mate or spiritual intercourse; inter­
change of thoughts ,  purposes,  etc . ; 
fellowship; as,  the commu.nion of the 
saints 
5. the sacrament of the Eucharist, the 
celebration of the Lord's Supper: act 
of partaking of the sacrament; as to 
go to communion; to partake of communion. l 
Eucharist: 
l .  Ecgl. The sacrament of the Lord's Supper; 
the solemn act or ceremony of the commemo­
rating the death of Christ, in the use of 
bread and wine as the appointed emblems; 
the communion; also the consecrated ele-
. ment s ,  e sp. the bread. 
2. A vessel for consecrated bread; a pyx. 
; . Act of giving thanks , a thanksgiving.2 
The definition that i s  given in International 
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Standard Bible Encyclopedia for •eucharist• is  as follows : 
•The distinct ive rite of Christian wor­
ship, instituted by Our Lord Jesus Christ upon 
the eve of His atoning death, b eing a religious 
partaking of bread and wine , which, having been 
presented before God the Father in thankful 
memorial of Christ's inexhaustible sacrifice , 
have become (through the sacramental blessing) � 
the communion of the body and blood of Christ. •� 
1. lebster*s Iew Int ernational Dictionarz of the � 
lish L�e, Springfield, Mass. , G and C Merri'am Company, 
1911, page 52. 
2.  Ibid . ,  page 755. 
;. Orr ,  James, International Standard Bible Enczclo­�� Grand Rapids ,  Michigan, Eerdmans Publishing Co. , 
19'1-7, page 1921. · 
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In most religious circles today, anyone using 
the term communion is  thought of as speaking of the Sacra­
ment . Though these two terms are often used synonymously 
in popular usage , yet there is a vast difference in the 
meaning. It will be noted that even Webster list s  com­
munion as the sacrament of the Eucharist as one of its 
meanings, the reason being that it  i s  one of its popular 
usages.  
In a more strict sense of the word, communion 
i s  not the outward ordinance of the Sacrament; but it is 
an inward relationShip between one person and another. 
The communion or relationship between two persons is not 
dependent upon external circumstances ,  but it  i s  dependent 
upon the attitude of the hearts of the communicants.  
It might be well to note the use of the terms 
just  mentioned as they are related to the Scriptures. 
The t erm sacrament is  not used in the Scriptures.  This 
was a fact early noted by George Fox.4 He felt that his 
doctrine s  should be based on Scriptures, and he desired to 
use Scriptural terms as much as possible. 
The t erm communion is used only a few times in 
the Scriptures ,  and it i s  not used once in connection with 
the passages that are generally taken to substantiat e  the 
4. fox, George , Doctrin&l s ,  London, 1'. Sowle , 1706, 
page 24. 
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outward rite of the Sacrament of the Lord1s Supper. The 
term Lord • s Supper is used only once and tna.t by PaUl in 
writing to the Church at Corinth. The sacrament of the 
Lord's Supper is often referred to as the Eucharist. 
but this word is not used as such in the Word. However, 
:J> I 
the Greek word •·5.111\o...r' rrTo�,. or its derivatives is used 
in the Scripture approximately fifty-five times and 
carries the meaning of thankfulness, thanks, or that of 
thanksgiving. It is from this Greek word that the term 
eucharist has come. 
Then, as to the terminology, it must be remem­
bered that there is a differe�oe in the meaning of com­
munion from that of the Sacrament. The early �akers 
set forth a doctrine of Communion which emphasized the 
spiritual partaking of the body and the blood of Christ, 
but they denied the need of the practice of the Sacrament. 
Chapter II 
THE HISTORICAL SETTING AND THE DOCTRINE 
A. The Church of the l!th Centurr 
In order to get a proper perspective of the 
early �aker movement, it will be neeessary to under­
stand the condition of the prevailing church of that day. 
The state of the church contributed directly to the 
reform movement. 
The Church of England was the main established 
church of that day. The Quakers were reformers, but 
there were other reform groups also. Kany of these mo�­
ments were evangelical, and they stood alongside the 
Quakers in many points of doctrine. However, none of 
them set forth the doctrine of Communion as did the 
Quakers. 
The religious stir on the continent had moved 
across the channel, and by 16o0 there was much religious 
unrest in England. The Puritans had begun their work 
under the leadership of Laurence Humphery and Thomas 
cartwright.5 It was not their desire to start a new 
church, but it was their aim to bring about a purifying 
in the Church. Walker says that •cartwright and his 
5. Walker, Williston, ! Histoti of l!! Qhristian 
Church, New York, Charles Scribner•s Sons, 194), page 459. 
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fellow Puritans opposed all separation from the Church of 
England."6 
The desire of the Puritans to purify the Ohurch 
is indicative of the fact that the Church was very corrupt 
in many ways. England had but one church and that had beea 
the Roman Catholic Church until the days of Henry the VIII. 
Henry broke away from the Papal tie, not because he desired 
ecclesiastical reform, but for political and personal rea­
sons. Though there was a break with the Papacy, the new 
Church of England kept most of the Roman Catholic ways. 
This made the need of reform as great in England as it had 
been in Germany, France, and other countries. 
The Church of England was void of spiritual life 
and fervor. It had been controlled by the state, and, in 
order to be a good churchman, it was generally necessary 
for a man to be a good politician. The interests of the 
Church came last when the interests of the state were at 
stake. Many of the clergy were mere stool pigeons for 
the king or thei r ecclesiastical superiors. 
6; Ibid., page 4oo. · 
lO 
When James I came to the throne in l6o3, it was 
thought by many Puritans that he would do much in favor of 
the Puritan movement; but, as time elapsed, it was found 
that, due to his religious advisors, he did much to give 
the High Church a more firm basis. The Puritans had 
wanted to do away with much of the Roman Catholic forms in 
the English Church, but, because of the influence of William 
Laud and others, the Prayer Book and many other things were 
kept within the Church. 
The hope of the Puritans never did materialize 
for they were not able to bring about the changes they had 
desired. Many of them migrated to America as soon as the 
colonies were opened. 
The reform movements did not get the approval 
of the kings, and it will be noted that the �akers 
received their worst treatment under Charles the Second. 
It was not the intention of George Fox to write 
a secular history, but his Journal does give many 
insights into the times in which he lived. His picture 
of the Church of England and his description of the 
priesthood is most vivid, and it will need consideration. 
The Church had little more than dead formality. 
It retained most of the Roman Catholic forms and 
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emphasized ritualism. The people had to pay their tithes 
and participate in the church ritual, and then most people 
believed they had fulfilled their obligation to God. The 
Church was getting wealthy, and, of course, the state was 
sharing in part in this wealth. 
Since most institutions can be judged by their 
personnel, the Church of England can be better seen if a 
view of the priests is given. George Fox brings many 
charges against the priests. He makes this statement: 
1But the black earthly spirit of the priests 
wounded my life: and when I heard the bell toll 
to call people together to the steeple house, it 
struck at my life; for it was like a market-bell 
to gather people together, that the priest might 
set forth his ware to sale. Oh! the vast sums of 
money that are got by that trade they make of 
selling the scriptures, and by their preaching,
7 from the highest bishop to the lowest priest.• 
The Church put much stress upon the paying of 
tithes, and it was up to the priest to see that the people 
did pay such tithes. Because the QUakers refused to pay 
tithes to such a corrupt organization, they were severely 
abused by the priests. The priests stirred up the people; 
and the people in turn, because they were under the thumb 
of the Church, followed the suggestions of these church 
leaders. 
' 
7. Fox, Georg;e, J'ournal, Philadelphia, Friends Book 
Store, n.d., page 76: 
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The Church with Which the Quakers came into con­
flict bad little, if any, conviction about sin. The priests 
were accused of pleading for sin and imperfection.g Such 
accusation seemed to be very valid in the eyes of the 
Quakers; for the people of the Church, for the most part, 
were living in sin and degradation. If the priesthood had 
been calling out against sin, there would have been a 
different attitude among the people. 
There was a special dislike on the part of the 
priests for George Fox. Fox had been very bold to enter 
the steeple houses; and, even in their services, he would 
openly dispute with them. The Quakers testified to the 
fact that Fox was so filled with the power of God and 
helped of the Lord that he was able to put the priests to 
silence and to show them the error of their ways. Because 
Fox and others had exposed the true nature of the priest­
hood and of the estaplished Church, many people turned to 
the Quakers. Because of this, there came a great hatred 
for the Quakers, and they were opposed at every turn. 
Many false accusations were raised against them, and every­
thing was done by the Church that it could do to rid 
England of this reform group. 
8. Ibid., pages Sl, S5, 97. 
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The attitude of the Church toward the Quakers 
and other reform movements (for there were other movements 
that were persecuted also by the Church) indicates its 
true nature. The Church was satisfied with itself, and it 
opposed anyone who made an effort to bring a change either 
inside or outside of its organization. 
Fox, in his outcry against the Church, was not 
doing this to make a name for himself. Reither was he 
taking the stand he did to raise up a new church. He 
believed the Church that existed was wrong in its teaching 
and practice. The whole matter struck deep at his heart, 
and he went forth to do everything within his power to 
expose error. This conviction was so deep with Fox that 
he was willing to suffer long imprisonments, many times 
he was stoned, and many times he was beaten; yet he felt 
that he must tell forth the good news and bring people to 
what he believed to be the true light. 
In the next section, we will deal with the con­
version and the events which led to his widespread ministry. 
B, Geor'=e=J�,m! th;e. ��!:.! 
George Fox is to the Quakers what Martin Luther 
is to the Lutherans and what John lesley is to the 
Methodists, Fox is considered the founder of the Quaker 
movement, fhe rise of the Quakers is an outgrowth of 
George Fox•s experience, According to his testimony, he 
came to know Christ apart from the existing church, 
f.herefore, he felt constrained to follow the course he did, 
fhe early life of Fox was not mnch different 
from tbat of tne life of other boys in his community--the 
little town of Drayton-in-the-Clay, in Leicestershire, 
England, His parents were not poor folk, but they were 
humble people Who worked with their hands, Christopher 
Fox, George's father, was a weaver and he was known as an 
honest and upright man, There is little doubt but that the 
home training that Fox received 'made a great impact upon 
him. 
His training probably had greater effect because 
he was religiously inclined even in his early years. Fox 
says, 'in my very young years I had gravity and stayedness 
of mind and spirit not usual in children.•9 There was a 
soberness about his life that caused him to ponder some of 
the great problems of life, 
9, Ibid,, page 55. 
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One of these problems that greatly disturbed Fox 
in his early years was that of the conduct of the people 
who professed to be religious. In his late teens, Fox went 
with a group of supposedly religious friends to a fair. 
The hypocritical lives of these young men thoroughly dis­
gusted Fox, for these professors of religion went to excess 
in drinking and other things. This experience caused Fox 
to turn his back upon this type of life.lO 
After that experience at the fair, he set out 
to find something that would satisfy the need he felt 
existed within his own heart. He even left home for a 
time to see if he could find someone who could give him 
some aid. He visited many priests and professors of 
religion, but without satisfactory result. As he made 
these many contacts, he received much advice. Some told 
him he should marry, others suggested that he join the 
soldiery, one priest urged him to use tobacco, and another 
even recommended the letting'of blood.ll 
Fox speaks of that period as being the darkest 
experience of his life. He was seeking help, but he 
only found the blind trying to lead the blind. The con­
dition of the Church has already been noted, and it is 
10. Ibid., page 56. 
ll. Ibid., page 5g. 
little wonder she offered no help for the needy soul. 
These dark days were not idle days for George 
Fox, for he spent much time reading the Bible. He be­
lieved he was/ coming to the truth through his careful 
study of the Word. 
For his actual conversion experience, it will 
be best to quote Fox himself. 
•For I saw there was none among them all 
that could speak to my condition. And when all 
my hopes in them and in all men were gone, so 
that I had nothing outwardly, to help me, nor 
could tell what to do; then, 0 then, I heard a 
voice which said, "There is one, even Christ 
Jesus, that can speak to thy condition.• When 
I heard it, my heart did leap for joy. Then 
the Lord let me see why there was none upon the 
earth that could speak to my condition, namely, 
that I might give him all the glory. For all 
are concluded under sin, and shut up in unbe­
lief, as I had been, that Jesus Ohrist might 
have the pre-eminence, who enlightens, and gives 
grace, faith, and power. Thus when God doth 
work, who shall let it? '!'his I knew experi­
mentally. Ky desires after the Lord grew 
stronger, and zeal in the pure knowledge of 
God, and of Ohrist alone, without the help of 
any man, book, or writing. For though I read 
the scriptures that spa.ke of Christ and of God, 
yet I knew him not but by revelation, as he 
who hath the key did open, and as the Fathe2 
of life drew me to his Son by his Spirit.•� 
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One of the most significant things to be noted 
in Fox•s conversion is that it took place completely apart 
from priests and the established uhurch. It was because 
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of this fact that he took his stand against the Church of 
England, for the Ohurch had had very little part, if any, 
in his conversion. 
Little did this young man from Drayton-in-the­
Olay realize the influence his testimony was going to have 
in E�land and around the world. After the Lord had dealt 
in this special way with Fox, he went forth with a witness 
and a boldness such as England had not known. 
In a short period of time, many were won to 
Christ through the testimony of Fox. His witness was 
clear and true, and Christ was so magnified in his life 
that it dispelled doubt about the reality of his experi­
ence with the Lord. Those who were won were soQn winning 
others because they were bearing witness to the •true 
light • • • • •  • which lighteth every man that cometh into the 
world. 
As Fox bore witness to his Christian experience, 
there was no thought in his mind of starting another church. 
His early mission was that all might know the Christ whom 
he had come to know. He went everywhere telling people, 
and pointing out to them, through the Scriptures, the way 
of salvation; and, from the beginning, he cried out 
against the existing Church. He felt that the Church 
was keeping the people in darkness and the only hope for 
them was to come out of the Church. 
�he first and most basic teaching of Fox was 
that of the 1light within,• the key Scripture being 
John 1 : 9: ��here was the true light, even the light which 
lighteth every man, coming into the world. • Fox made it 
very clear that this light was in us, but it was not of 
us and also that�this light was the divine light of 
Christ. l3 �he early Quakers told men everywhere con­
cerning the "light within" and many believed, entering 
into a vital experience with the Lord. Fox was among the 
first of the reformers of England to place a stress upon 
the work of the Holy Spirit. It was at this point of 
emphasis that he and his followers were so greatly opposed. 
�his experience of Fox through the Holy Spirit 
and his emphasis upon it brought opposition; for, this 
emphasis upon the Holy Spirit led Fox on to interpre­
tations of Scripture which brought an avalanche of con­
demnation upon his head from the churchmen of England. 
He was immediately called fanatical, and soon steps were 
taken to get him out of the way. 
Fox accepted many of the doctrines as held by 
the existing church groups, yet there were several points 
13. Ibid,, page 72. 
of difference which Should be mentioned. The first has 
already been mentioned--that of laying stress upon the 
immediate teaching and leading of the Holy Spirit. The 
doctrine has been misused and George Fox has been mis­
interpret ed at this point, but it does not nullify the 
fact that he taught this basic truth which he felt was 
in harmony with the Scriptures. 
19 
Another point of difference came concerning 
the disuse of all types of outward ordinances. That 
indeed wa.s a bold step and one which has brought con­
troversy even unto this day. The existing Ohurch had 
the ritual and the ordinances, and they had linked sal­
vation with these things. When Fox met the Lord apart 
from such things, it is little wonder that he felt they 
were unnecessary to the Christian. lot only did he feel 
that they were unnecessary, but he found much Scripture 
which he believed substantiated his views. His view 
concerning the Lord's Supper will be set forth later. 
Quakers were different as to their manner of 
worship and as to the appointment of their ministers. 
In the matter of their worship, they depended upon the 
immediate guidance of the Holy Spirit. They met together 
and, for a period, there was an outward silence while 
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they tarried for the Holy Spirit to speak to their hearts. 
After a period of waiting and as the Spirit moved different 
ones, they arose in the meeting and spoke according to 0the 
moving of the Spirit." Oftentimes they would wait in silence 
for an hour or mor�and then Fox or someone would preach 
for an hour or two. Their worship was informal, yet aJ.l 
things were in order and conducted as though they could 
see Jesus actually abiding in their midst. 
Among the early Friends, they made an effort to 
make and keep all things plain and simple. Their places 
for worship, called meeting houses, were of the simplest 
type of structure, and in most cases, were small, square, 
frame buildings. The furniture in the meeting house, too, 
was very plain and simple. They had not elaborate fixtures 
such as were found in the other churches. Even musical 
instruments were not given a place among early Friends. 
Their desire was to be led of the Spirit, and they made 
an attempt to slough off everything they felt was 
unnecessary and superfluous. 
The ministry was looked upon differently by the 
early Quakers than it had been viewed by the other 
churches of that day. Fox had observed that the ministers 
of the established Ohuroh were such simply because it was 
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a good profession. They were primarily interested in mone­
tary values. Consequently, the call of God had little 
effect as an impelling force. 
Fox felt that a man was not a minister unless he 
was definitely called of God. He further felt that, if a 
man was called of God to preach the Word, he would give 
some evidence of that call of God and others would recog­
nize his call to the ministry. The early Friends did not 
have a paid ministry, and they cried out against those 
churches that did. 
It was not difficult to spot a Quaker in those 
early days, for he could be identified by his Walk and his 
talk. In his speech, he used the terms •thee• and •thou.• 
He refused to take off his hat to anyone. If in court, he 
would not take the oath, and his dress was peculiar to 
those of his faith. The fact that the Quakers were dif­
ferent and could be easily sought out brought them much 
grief and persecution. Yet they were not hypocritical 
about their worship or their life. They never apologized, 
nor did they hide their practices. Some Presbyterians 
were accused of covering up their assemblies for worship, 
but Fox denounced them for their practice. l4 
14. Ibid., page 4o7. 
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SOmething more should be said concerning the 
growth of the Quaker movement. As has been stated, Fox 
did not intend to start a new church, but went forth to 
proclaim the •truth" Which had come to him. In the early 
years, there was not a concerted move on the part of any­
one of the Quakers to form an organization whereby their 
new doctrine might be preached. There were numerous 
preachers who went forth, and, after much preaching and 
many converts, it became manifest that some type of simple 
church organization was needed, 
At first, they did not call themselves a church, 
but were known as the Society of Friends, The name Quater 
was a nickname given to them as a matter of ridicule, for 
there bad been those that had actually quaked under the 
power of the Holy Spirit in their meetings,l5 Fox had 
also bidden men to tremble at the Word of the Lord. 
One of the outstanding features of the Quaker 
movement was the intense missionary zeal shown by those 
who were converted under the ministry of the Quakers. 
It was not long until all of England had been touched by 
travelling preachers. But this was not all, Some people 
went to Germany, to France, and to other European co� 
tries, and t here were those who came to America, The 
15. Ibid,, page 85, 
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story of the Quakers in America is one all its own. Some 
Quakers went to Rome to see the Pope; others went to the 
rulers of t he Turks and to  the leaders of other nations. 
!hose early Quakers had come to know Ohrist in 
reality, and they were willing to  spend and to  be spent 
for the spreading of this "good news• .  Because of the 
clo se t ie between the Ohuroh and the state,  it was easy 
for the Ohurch of England to influence the king in taking 
steps which would halt the growth of the Quaker movement. 
!he steps were taken and the records give proof of the 
result. 
1 The severity and extent of their suffer­
ings is shown by the fact that during the 
twent r-fi ve years of Charles the Second • s reign 
13, 562 Friends were imprisoned in various parts 
of England, 19$ were transported as slaves b� 
yond seas, 33$ died in prison or of wounds re­
ceived in violent assaults on their meetings. •l6 
In spite of t he terrible perse cutions which came upon 
them, their number s  increased very rapidly, and , by the 
t ime of the death of George Fox, there were 75,000 
Quakers. 
There is much more t hat could be said oon-
oerning the rise of the Quakers, but it is not 
16. Thomas, Allen a. and Richard Henry, !. Ristor;z; 
.!! !!!! Friends !!! America ,  Philadelphia., The John o. 
Winston ao., 1905,  page 59. 
necessarily pertinent to the subject at hand, so t hat 
which is given will have to  suffice. 
c. The Early Quaker Doctrine of Communion 
It will be readily recognized that the early 
Quakers set forth a doctrine of Communion unlike that of 
the existing churches. Though they set forth a new doc­
trine, they did so from a positive standpoint. Before 
25 
Fox began to preach as he did, he had searched the 
S criptures and found therein the message which he pro­
claimed. He felt that he coUld be positive and dogmatic 
about the truths of God. This explains his frontal 
attack upon the traditions of the time aud his positive 
approach concerning communion. In referring to the Church 
and the priests, Fox makes this statement: 
"And they tell the people of a sacrament, 
for which they have no scripture, • • • • • • • • but the 
Supper of the Lord we own: The Bread that we 
break is the communion of the Body of Christ, 
the Cup we drink is the Communion of the Blood17 of Ohrist, all made to drink into one Spirit. • 
The early Quakers testified to the fact of a 
communion which they avowed to be the only true communion. 
Though they had charity with those that had linked c o� 
munion to the ordinance, yet they made every effort to 
show forth the truth, as they believed it, that real 
communion, apart from any ordinance, was made possible by 
the Lord Jesus Christ. 
17. Fox, Doctrinals, loc. ill.· 
Some have asked why it was the Quakers took the 
view they did. The quest ion i s  not diffi cult if a person 
i s  familiar with the life o f  George Fox. Thi s  man had 
attended the various churches throughout England, and he 
had parti cipated frequently in their rites and rituals. 
There is every reason to believe that Fox was baptized and 
had partaken of the rite of the Lord ' s  Supper in the 
church of h i s  father. In all thi s  participation, Fox had 
not found the help for which his soul had cried out. 
It was apart from the Church and ritual that Fox 
came t o  know p eace in his heart. Thi s peace had come to 
Fox when he was alone, and i t  came directly from the Lord 
Jesus Christ . Neither priest  nor sacrament played any 
part in thi s  man ' s conversion. Fox came to know communion 
with God the same way he had known his conversion experi­
ence. His communion with God through Christ was spiritual, 
direc t ,  and immediate. Why should a man submit himself 
t o  an ordinanc e or ritual t o  get something he felt he 
already had ? Fox believed that he had gone beyond the 
remembrance stage, and had come t o  know Chri st in his 
hear t .  Be c ommuned and supped with the Lord daily. 
The experience which had come to Fox was not 
fore ign t o  the teaching of the Scriptures. Chapter s  four 
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and six of John's Gospel confirmed Fox's emphasis upon the 
spiri tu.al, inward communion. This position, taken b y  the 
early Quaker� is consistent with the rest of their doctrines 
which place stress upon the spiritual and the inward 
relationship with the Lord Jesus. 
In order to get a concise statement from which 
to work, it will be well to quote the summary of Barclay's 
proposition concerning communion. 
1The communion of the body and blood of 
Christ is inward and spiritual, which is the 
participation of his flesh and blood, by which 
the inward man is daily nourished in the hearts 
of those in whom Ohrist dwells. Of which 
things the breaking of bread by Ohrist with his 
disciples was a figure, which even they who had 
received the substance used in the church for a 
time, for the sake of the weak; even as ab­
staining from things strangled, and from blood, 
the washing one another's feet, and the anoint­
ing of the sick with oil: all which are co� 
manded with no less authority and solemnity 
than the former; yet seeing they are but shadows 
of better things, they cease in such as have 
obtained the substance.•lg 
True communion is something of a mystery. It is 
not possible for the natural man in an unregenerated state 
to understand, to comprehend, nor to partake of the body 
and blood of Ohrist in real communion. It is possible for 
all to partake of an outward bread, b ut this in no way 
18. Barclay, Robert, A¥ology for the True Christian 
Divinity, Philadelphia, Fr ends Book StOre, 1908, page 422. 
signifies that t hey have had t he real and t rue communion 
which can only be of and through the Spirit. 
The fact that the early Quakers held to a spiri­
t ual communion is further borne out by a statement made by 
James Hayler as he was answering a group of false accusers. 
"Concerning the Lord's Supper.  The t rue 
supper of the Lord is the spiritual eat ing and 
drinking of the flesh and blood of  Christ spi­
ritually; which the spiritual man only eateth, 
and is thereby nourished up unto eternal life : 
without which eating t here oan be no life in 
the creature, profess what you will. And all 
who eat of t his bread, and drink of t his·oup, 
have real communion in Christ t he head, and 
also one with another, as memb�rs; and are of 
one hearfA and one mind, a complete body in 
Christ. • "":1 
As a Scriptural basis for their teaching, both 
Fox and Barclay quote the sixth chapter of John, where 
Jesus says, "Verily, verily, I say unto you, it was not 
Koses t hat g.ave you bread out of heaven; but my Father 
giveth you the true bread out of heaven. For the bread 
of God is t hat which cometh down out of heaven, and 
giveth life unto the world.• {John 6 : 32 ,33) Again in 
John 6: 35 •Jesus said unto them, I am t he bread of life: 
he that comet h to  me shall not hunger,  and he that 
believeth in me shall never thir st. •  K&ny other verses 
19. Fox, George, Works, Philadelphia, Karcus T. o. 
Gould, 1S31 , Volume ;, page 599. 
in thi s  chapter make it plain that our partaking of the 
Lord Jesus Christ i s  strictly a spiritual matter. For in 
John 6:63, Jesus , in hi s concluding remarks , said , 1it is 
t he spirit that giveth life , the fle sh profiteth nothing: 
the words that I have spoken unto you are spiri t , and are 
life. • 
The Quakers pointed out the fact that there was no 
actual relationship between the bread and the wine and the 
actual body and blood of Chri s t .  The outward elements 
only went t o  the s tomach and profit ed nothing, but it i s  
the relation o f  the Spirit that is vital . Unless  there i s  
a spiritual contact , there i s  no communion. The bread and 
blo od of Chri st  are necessary for the Christian, but this 
life-giving s ource canno t be passed around by men and 
handed out at random. Ken are saved through the Spirit , 
they are sanctified through the Spirit , and they can only 
know communion with Christ  through the Spiri t .  
Barclay make s  a summary of thi s matter of the 
spiritual c ommunion that it will be well to quot e: 
" First , That it i s  not Mo se s ,  but his 
Father , that giveth the true bread from heaven, 
vera. 32 and 48. Secondly ,  Thi s  bread he calls 
himself , vera. 35, " I  am the bread of life: " and 
vera. 51 , 8I am the living bread , which came 
d own from heaven. " Thirdl y ,  He declares that 
thi s bread i s  hi s flesh, vera. 51 , "The bread 
that I will give� is my flesh;• and vera. 551 
"For my flesh is meat indeed, and my blood is 
drink indeed." Fourthly, The necessity of 
partaking thereof, vera. 53, •Except ye eat 
the flesh of the Son of man, and drink his 
blood, ye have no life in you.• And lastly, 
The blessed fruits and necessary effects of 
this communion of the body and blood of Christ, 
vera. 33, "This bread giveth life to the world;" 
Vera. 50, He that eateth thereof, dieth not. 
Vera. 5g, "He that ea.teth ·Of this bread shall 
li:Ye for ever." Vera. 54, Whoso eateth this 
flesh, and. drinketh this blood, shall live 
for ever. Vera. 56 , and he dwelleth in Christ, 
and Christ in him. Vera. 57, And shall live 
by Christ. From this large description of the 
origin, nature, and effects of this body, 
flesh and blood of Christ, it is apparent that 
it is spiritual, and to be understood of a 
spiritual body, and not of that body, or 
temple of Jesus Christ.•20 
While those early Quakers did admit that the early 
church practiced a type of the Lord's Supper, yet they 
affirm that there has come a new communion. The Lord set 
forth this new communion even as he set forth a new cove-
nant. In the book of Hebrews and in Paul's epistles, 
especially Galatians, the thought of the new covenant and 
a day for a spiritual religion is borne out. 
John gives insight to this matter in Revelation 
3: 20 where he tells of a call to a spiritual supper. Fox 
draws a parallel between what is known as the Last Supper 
and this supper referred to by John. He points out that 
2o. Barclay,�· cit., page 424. This Scripture 
quoted by Barclay is lilJohn 6. 
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John was o ne of the disoiples closest to Ohrist, and he 
probably knew the Lord Jesus as well as anyone on earth. 
John was at the �ast Supper, but he does not in his gospel 
depict the supper as do the other three writers and Paul, 
nor does he in any way make the Last supper observance 
obligatory. However, in his writing in the book of Reve­
lation, he sets forth the conditions of the spiritual 
supper. 
"And after that Christ was ascended, and 
sat at the right hand of God , and the churches 
were gathered, as yet they were not come off 
many outward elementary things. And did not 
Ohrist send John, after he was ascended, to 
oall the church to another supper, and said, 
'Behold, I stand at the door and knock: if any 
man will hear my voice, and open the door, I 
will come in to him, and will sup with him, 
and he with me; he that hath an ear to hear, 
let him hear what the spirit saith unto the 
churches.• 
"How they that come to this inward and 
heavenly supper, and to sup with Christ, the 
heavenly and spiri tua.l man, the second Adam, 
the Lord from heaven, since he is risen and 
ascended, they must have their spiritual ear 
to hear the spiritual voice of Ohrist, and 
his spiritual knocking at the door of their 
immortal souls and hearts, and with his spirit, 
the spiritual man, the second Adam, the Lord 
from heaven, the king of glory, that he may 
come into their hearts and souls, and then 
they to sup with him, and he to sup with them 
the spiritual and heavenly supper. And to 
this heavenly and spiritual supper did Ohrist 
send John, to call the churoh of Ohrist, after 
he was risen and asoended. •2l . 
21. Fox, forks, Volume VI, page 2g4. 
This c&ll to  sup wit h t he Kaster is indeed a 
universal call , an ample  and adequate caJ.l. T he method of  
communion as  held by t he early Q.uakers was t hat opening 
t he door of t he heart and lett ing Chr ist come in and have 
right of way. If  Christ was truly within, t hen t here would 
be real communion and no one could prevent it . In  t his 
true communion, only t hose wUl partake of it that are 
tally qualified to do so , and, if a person is qualified, 
no one can prevent it. 
I t  was well remembered by t he early Quakers that 
Christ brought with him a new way. He did away with the 
types and t he Shadows. He laid aside form and ritual. 
He put away the priesthood as such, and everyone came to 
be  a prie st in his own right , if abiding in the Lord Jesus 
Christ (Hebrews 7: 26-2S). The P,assover feast which Christ 
ate wit h His disciples was a type or shadow of t hat great 
event which took place in Egypt. He displaced t his type 
by shedding His blood, but , in displacing one shadow, did 
He produce an antitype and bring in another sha.dowt22 
. 
It  doe s  not seem consistent for Christ to pro-
duce anot her t ype or shadow when He came to do away with 
22. Sewell, William, Historz �!!!�, Increase� 
Profress ,.2! !!!!, Pjb!le Oe.lled guaJters, Philadelphia,  Uriah 
Hun , 1832, page • 
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such types and shadows. The qaestion was asked: Why 
Should we part i cipate in a remembrance ceremony when it 
is possible right now to know the One whom we are remem­
b ering? Is it necessary to look at a loved one ' s  picture 
when that loved one is in the room with you? Why then is 
it essential to have a remembrance ceremony when Christ 
is with us? 
Hot only d id the early Quakers give a posit ive 
reply as t o  this matter of communion, but they also stood 
up against those that would make the Sacrament of the 
Lord's Sappe r  obligatory. 
0Another great obj ec tion they had, 0That the 
Quaker 1 s deni ed 11the sacrament , "  as they called 
it , "of b read and wine , which , "  they said , 1they 
were t o  t ake , and do in remembrance of Christ to 
the end o f  the world.0 A great d eal of work we 
had with the pri ests and professors about this , 
and about the several modes of receiving it in 
Christ endom , so called: for some of them take it 
kneeling ,  some sitting; but none o f  t hem all , 
that ever I could find , take it as the disciples 
t ook it. For the y  took i t  in a chamber after 
supper; but these generally take it before 
dinner; and some say , aft er the priest hath 
blessed i t , i t  is uonrist •s body. • But as t o  
the mat t e r ,  Christ said , "Do this i n  remembrance 
of me . •  He did not tell them how o ft they 
Should do it , or how long; neither did h e  enj oin 
them to do i t  always as long as they lived , or 
that al l  b elievers in him should do it to the 
world's end. The apostle Paul , who was not con­
verted t il l  aft er Christ's death , t ells the 
Corinthians , that he had received of the Lord 
that which he d elivered unto them conc e rning 
this matter , and relates Ohrist•s words con­
c erning the cup thus; 1This do ye ,• as oft as 
ye drink it, 0in remembrance of me:• and him­
self adds, 1For (as often as) ye d o  eat this 
bread, and drink this cup, ye do shew the Lord 's 
death till he come.• So according to what the 
apostle here delivers, neither Christ nor he 
did enjoin people to do this always, but leaves 
it to their liberty, (•as oft as ye drink it,• 
&c.) The Jews d id use to take a cup, and to 
break bread and divide it among them in their 
feasts; as may be seen in the Jewish Antiqui­
ties; so the breaking of bread and drinking of 
wine were Jewish rites, Which were not to last 
always.•23 
:;4 
The main church that Fox had to deal with was 
the Church of England which had had a Catholic background. 
Their view of the Lord's Supper was that of transubstan­
tiation. They held that, after the priest had blessed 
the bread and wine, it became the actual blood and body 
of Christ. This is the most ,extreme view of the Sacra­
ment, and, of course, the early Quakers felt absolutely 
impelled to cry out against such an error as this. 
Another thing should be said as to the Friends• 
position of the Lord's Supper. They felt that they did 
practice the Lord's Supper and that they had a great 
bulk of Scripture to fully substantiate their spiritual 
interpretation of it. They set, forth more Scripture to 
substantiate their view than did the ones practicing the 
outward rite. Three of the gospel writers give an 
23. Fox, Journal, .22• cit., page 247. 
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account of the L(!)rd 1 s  SUpper, but only one of them in any 
sense makes a statement as to its continued observance. 
Paul,deals with the matter in his letter to the Corinthians, 
and tells them that, if they are going to practice such a 
thing in the church, it should be done in a. way pleasing 
to the Lord. 
If this rite was to be continued, would not 
there have been more explicit instructions as to the 
method? There is nothing said as to how often this should 
' 
be done, how it should be taken, or just who was to admin-
ister the Communion cup. There are many things that could 
be asked, but the question remains--are there Scriptural 
grounds for keeping the sacrament of the Lord's Supper 
and not doing many of the other things commanded in 
Scripture? 
Barclay makes much of the command Jesus gave to 
His disciples to wash one another•s feet. Jesus did give 
very plain instructions concerning feet washing, and yet 
it was little practiced in Fox's day nor is it practiced 
widely today. Why do people keep one outward ordinance 
and not keep another? 
As a. final statement, it will be well to let 
George Fox speak for himself. 
•Th e  things that are se en are t emporal , 
but the things that are not seen ar e  eternal. " 
• so here are many states and conditions to be 
gone through before people come to see that , 
and partake o f  that whi ch " cometh down from 
above.• For first , there was • a  taking of 
the outward bread and wine in r emembrance of 
Ohrist 1 s d eath. " This was temporary ,  and not 
of necessity; but at their liberty , 11 As oft 
as ye do i t , •  &c . Sec ondly, there must b e  
•a c oming into his d eath , a suffering with 
Ohrist ; • and this is of necessity to salva­
tion; and not temporary ,  but cont inual : 
there must be Ua dying daily. " Thirdly , 11 a.  
being buried with Ohrist. • Fourthly , • a.  
rising with Christ.• Fifthly , After they 
are risen with Christ , then • a  seeking those 
things whi ch are above , a seeking the bread 
that comes down from heaven , •  and a " fe ed ing 
on that and having f ellowship in that. • For 
outward bread , wine , and wate r  are from below ,  
and are visible and temporal; but, saith the 
apostle , " We look not at things that are seen, 
for the things that are seen are temporal , but 
the things that are not seen are eternal.• SO 
the fellowship that stands i n  the use of bread , 
wine , water , c ircumc ision, outward temple , and 
things seen will have an end: but the fellow­
ship wh ich stands in the gospel ,  the power of 
God , which was before the devil was , and whi ch 
brings life and immortality to light , by which 
people may see over the devil that has darkened 
them, this fellowship is eternal , and will 
stand. And all that are in it seek that which 
is heavenly and eternal , which comes down from 
above , and are settled in the eternal mystery 
of the fellowship of the gospel ,  which is hid 
from all eyes that look only at visible things. 
The apostle told the Corinthians , who were in 
d isorder about water , bread and wine , that he 
" desired to know nothing amongst them , but 
Jesus Christ , and him cruoified . • 24 
24'. �. ,  page 24S. 
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Ohapter III 
THE QUAKER DOCTRINE AND THE NEW TESTAMENT BASIS 
A, The Scriptural Basis of the Doct rine 
I t  has been said that a person can find Scripture 
t o  corroborate most any view that he wishes t o  hold , Thi s 
can be clearly seen when the great number of reli gious 
bodies are taken into consideratio�. Ho st all o f  them 
claim to be B iblical to some extent at l east , Many of 
these have abused and misused Scripture to fit their own 
petty d oc tr ine� Therefore , when the Quakers claimed to 
have full Scriptural autho rit y for t heir doctrine , they 
made the same claim that all o ther reform groups had 
made, 
It is possible , however , t o  have a true Scrip­
tural basi s for a doctrine , but it take s mor e  than one 
t ext to properly sub stant iat e  a dootrine. and all t ext s 
used for proof must be in accord wi th other relat ed pas­
sage s o f  Scr ipture , The Word of God doe s not contradict 
it self if each Scripture is viewed in the light of t he 
rest o f  Scripture. This doctrine o f  Scripture is that 
which is held in or thodox Prote stant c ircles, 
OUr purpose is t o  examine the Scripture s  the 
early Quake r s  used in the presentation of their doctrine 
and to study these in t he l ight o f  exeget ical principles, 
The Quakers proclaimed t he fact that the Lord 1 s 
Supper was t o  be  taken in a spiritual way. Thi s was a 
posit ive approach to the matter and they spoke o f  t he sub­
stance that was to be partaken o f ,  i t s  origin, nature , and 
e ffec t ,  and also they set forth the method by which this 
c ommunion was to be taken. 
The subs tance t o  be partaken of is the Lord 
Jesus Chr i st .  This i s  the t rue bread of which all must 
partake if they come to know true communion. Thi s  bread 
does not originate with man but with God. 1 I t  was not 
Moses that gave you bread out o f  heaven; but my Father 
giveth you the t rue b read out of heaven. For the bread 
o f  God i s  that which come th down out of heaven, and giveth 
l i fe unto the world" ( John 6: 32b, 33) . Jesus made it  
clear when He said , "I am the bread o f  life "  ( John 6: 4a) . 
He was the One of whom all men were t o  partake , but this 
was impossible in a. physical sense and the se words can 
only be taken in a spiritual way. 
The nature of this bread i s  set for th in John8 s 
Gospel , chapt er 6 a.nd verses 35, 51, 53, a.nd 55. Since 
Chri st i s  the bread , it will foll ow that the nature of the 
bread would be the nature of Chris t .  The Lord said that 
the bread which He would give was Hi s own flesh. The very 
nature o f  thi s bread make s  it essential. As s tated in 
verse 53, " I  say unto you , except ye eat the fle sh of 
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the Son of Man and drink His blood , ye have not life in 
y ourselve s . " I t  is therefore an e ssential and that which 
must be partaken of by all who desire to be wi th the Lord. 
In John 6:33 , 50 ,  54, 56-5S , the effect s of 
this partaking of Christ will be not ed. The �akers 
affirmed tni s  to be  the true communion. Thi s bread gives 
l ife t o  the world and everyone eat ing of it shall not die .  
T o  those who partake o f  this spiritual communion will 
come the j oy of having Christ  abiding in them and they in 
Christ. Those that ate bread in the wildernes s  died and 
so did those that ate of the Pas sover , but Jesu s  said 
that those eating of the bread that He gave would live 
forever and ever. Those that o ffer the outward ordinance 
cannot say as much for the Sacrament of the Lord ' s  Supper. 
They partake o f  elements that are earthy and soon disap­
pear and have no neces sary relat ion to the true blood 
and the true body of Christ.  
I n  the church that prac t ic e s  the Sacrament , 
there is much di scussion about the method which should be 
employed in admini stering the Sacrament . They d o  i t  at 
different t ime s ,  they serve different elements ,  and they 
4o 
strive over who is to serve the element s .  The Scripture i s  
very plain a s  t o  the method of spirit ual communion. 
I n  the f irst plac e , it is offered t o  any an4 all 
( John 1 : 9 ,  12; 6: 3 5, 51 , 56) . Through the Light that shines 
into the heart s o f  all men, there c omes a call t o  communion. 
I t  is fully st at ed that any man coming c ould partake and he 
would receive all the benefits that Ghrist had made pro­
visi on for in thi s communion. Another passage that was a 
favorite of the early Quakers was Revelation 3 : 20 : •Behold 
I stand at the door and knock: if any man hear my voice and 
open the door , I will come in to him, and wil l  sup wi th him, 
and he w1 tb. me . • They saw in this a call to the t rue com­
munion , not of the outward bread and wi ne ,  but an i nward · 
relat i on t o  Ohrist . This communion was the most vital , for 
it brought t he one who opened his hear t • s  door into d irect 
contac t  wi th Ob.rist .  
f.h e  men o f  God o f  the Old Te stament t imes partook 
of this spiritual communion. 1And d id all eat the same 
spiritual food ;  and d id all drink the same spiritual drink: 
for they drank of the same spiritual rook that followed 
them: and the rook was Ohrist 1 ( I Oor. 10 : 3 ,  �) . Hen of 
all times have partaken of the true spiritual communion, 
and it has been this that has saved them and given them a 
fellowship wit h  Ohrist . 
Paul, in writing the first let ter to the Corin­
thians , chapt er ten, verses 15 and 16,  speaks of thi s 
spiritual communion. • The cup of blessing which we bless , 
i s  it not the communion of the blood of Christ ? The bread 
which we break , i s  it not the communion of the body of 
Ohrist ? seeing that we , who are many, are one bread , one 
body: for we all partake of the one bread. • Thi s  passage 
makes plain that there i s  a spiritual breaking of bread , 
the one Bread which i s  Ohrist Jesus. 25 
Both B&rclay26 and later Quaker s27 make reference 
to the Lord ' s prayer as found in Matthew 6 : 11 and Luke 11 : 3. 
They both favored the interpretation that would make this 
bread prayed for • a  spiritual bread . • The t erm used by 
Barclay is the 11 su.pe:r-substantial bread. 11 The later Quakers 
were not as s trong in their use of the t erm ,ven though 
they do make reference t o  the Greek at this point . A 
spiritual interpretation of that passage would not render 
hurt t o  i t ,  but it may not be the bes t  rendering. Thi s  
matter will b e  discussed a little later i n  connection with 
problem passages. 
25. 
quoted 
I Oor. 
26. 
27. 
Other passages referred t o  by the Quakers not 
in this section are I I  Oor. 6: 14 ,  I Oor. 6: 17 and 
10 : 21 .  
Barclay, .2:2• ,ill. , page 433. 
SeweJ.l. .!m.• £!!. ,  page 304. 
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The Quakers struck deeply at the heart of those 
that held to transubstantiation. The ones holding this 
view believed that every t ime they took the cup that had 
been blessed by the prie st they actually partook of the 
body and the blQod o f  Ohri st . There are many arguments 
agains t  transubstantiation and even consubstantiation, 
and a careful exegetical study of the Scriptures will 
reveal the errors of these two int erpretations. 
As has been set forth , the body and the blood 
of Christ can only be known through the Spirit. OUr 
physical bodies need an earthy food , but our soul requires 
that which i s  spiritual. The Scriptures used by the early 
Quakers are very clear , and there i s  reason t o  believe 
they Will bear up under exegetical scrutiny. I f  the 
early Quakers misused or misint erpreted any Scripture , 
any error which can be found will be pointed out . 
B ,  !he j�ker Use of Scr iptur e  i n  the Li$ht o f  Scrigture 
!he most d ifficult part of t hi s  presentat ion i s  
now t o  be considered .  !he mat erial that i s  t o  b e  d ealt 
with has been transver sed many t imes. Books have been 
written about thi s ,  and yet t oday the matter i s  not at all 
set tled. 
fhe early Quakers not only set forth the doctrine 
o f  a spiritual Oommunion , but they al so pointed out that 
t he Lord ' s Supper , as an outward sacrament , was not oblig­
atory. Hos t  &11 evangelical bodies would agree to the 
Quaker inte rpretat ion concerning spir itual communion, but , 
when it comes t o  the matt er of the Sacrament , t here is 
c ontusion. When I Corinthians ll i s  considered along with 
John 6 ,  a problem immediately ar i se s, I t  will be b e st to 
consider the r elated Scriptures used by the Quakers and 
then c heck to see if they e rred in int erpretat i on. 
Because of the nature of the spiritual c ommunion 
made olear by Je sus , the Quake r s  felt this fully displac ed 
any continuing ordinance ,  They first dealt with the Scrip­
ture directly related t o  the subj ect as found in Katthew 26, 
Mark 14, Luke 22 , and I Oorinthians ll, Iei ther Katthew 
nor lark , in relat ing the Last Supper experience , attach 
any c ommand. fhey simply point out the fact that Jesus 
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took bread and broke it, e tc. In LUke and Corinthians, 
there would appear to be  more of a command. Luke states 
it thus, 1 this do in remembrance of me• ,  and Paul said , 
• this do, as often as ye drink it , 1n remembrance of me. • 
In  regard to  this ,  Barclay makes the following statement: 
"Iow this act was no singular thing, neither 
any solemn institution of a gospel ordinance ; be­
cause it was a constant custom among the Jews, as 
Paulus Riccius observes at length in- his Celestial 
Agriculture , that when they did eat the passover, 
the master of the family did take bread , and bless 
it , and breaking it , gave of it to the rest; and 
likeWi se taking wine , did the same; so that there 
can nothing further appear in thi s ,  than that 
Jesus Christ , who fulfilled all righteousness , 
and also observed the Jewish feasts and customs, 
used this also among his disciples  only, that as 
in most other things he laboured to  draw their 
minds to a further thing,  so in the use of this 
he takes occasion to  put them in mind of his 
death and sufferings , which were shortly to be; 
which he did the oftener inculcat e unto them, 
for that they were averse from believing it.  
And as for that expression of Luke, 1Do this in 
remembrance of me , "  it  will amount to no more 
than thi s ,  that being the last time that Christ 
did eat with his disciples , he desired them, 
that in their eating and drinking they might have 
regard to  him,  and by the remembering of that 
opportunity,  be the more stirred up to  follow 
him diligently through sufferings and death. •2g 
As concerning the passage found in I Corinthians 11, 
the Quakers took the following attitude: the Quakers ad­
mitted that the early church, in many sectors , part icipated 
in a type of communion supper. This was t rue at Corinth, 
2B. Barclay , .21!.• !!!,. , pages 441 ,  442 .. 
but the condition had been very much corrupted , and the 
whole church was d ivided . Paul wrote to the church to put 
them somewhat straight . He told them that their • c oming 
together into one plac e ,  is not to eat the Lord ' s  Supper. • 
Barclay felt the reason for this statement was that Paul 
realized t he t rue Supper of the L ord was spiritual and a 
mystery. Paul t horoughly reprimands the church and fur­
ther points out to them that all things that are done in 
the church must be done as unto the Lord. In dealing 
with this church at Corinth, Paul narrates again the story 
o f  the Last Supper. Thi s is not a. command , but a narra­
tion. I t  may be a command t o  the degre e  that Paul was 
insistent that everything which was brought into the 
circle of the church ' s  activity be d one .as unto the Lord. 
Paul goes a step farther than Luke in saying, • this do, 
as oft en as ye drink i t , • • • • . • • • • • for as often as ye eat 
thi s bread. • These stat ements carry no command and i ndi­
cate that , i f  thi s  ceremony i s  to be done at any future 
t ime , i t  i s  t o  be done as unto the Lord and in decent 
order. But , according to the early Quakers , to make 
this suppe• in which the Corinthians were indulging, 
obligatory was to r ead something into the Scripture that 
was not int ended. This will be considered t o  some degree 
lat er when the problem passages are under c onsideration. 
This church at Corinth bad made it self liable 
and in l ine for judgment by using and misusing this cere­
mony in the church. There i s  little doubt that , in the 
beginning, they had some type of a fellowship supper to­
gether; and , 1n this , they made special remembrance of 
the Lord Jesus Christ . Iow their supper had come to be 
a very offensive thing to anyone that was spiri tual .  
There were divisions--some were gluttonous,  others went 
hungry, and there were those who were drunk in the church. 
The Quakers believed that Paul was set ting the 
people straight as to their conduct in the church more 
than he was trying to perpetuate an ordinance .  They felt 
that all things should be done in order whether it be 
singing of hymns , saying of prayers , or the preaching of 
God ' s Word. I f  any one o f  these things was done in die­
order , the ones that were guilty would be bringing judg­
ment upon themselves and would be guilty of the body and 
blood of Christ .  
One o f  the trait s  of humanity i s  inc onsi stency. 
The �akers found it most diff icult to see now people 
could hold so t enaciously to some of the commands and 
dismiss so glibly some of the other very explicit oo� 
mands. It  was observed by the Quakers in John 13: 4 j  5, 
g ,  12, 14� 15 that some very definite things are 
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c ommanded by Jesus. Thi s passage set s forth the scene in 
which Jesus washes the fee t  of h i s  di sc iple s. There are 
three things t o  be not ed about this scene. It  was done 
at the same supper as was the matter under c onsiderat ion. 
I t  was done with more solemnit y ,  and i t  was pre scribed 
far more punc tually. Yet how many observe today this com­
mand to wash one another ' s  fee t ?  I t  is t rue that there 
are a few, but only a few. Barclay doe s  not ask that thi s 
be made a c ommand to be c ontinued , for he believed that i t  
was done t o  t each a spiri tual lesson; however , he makes 
the same claim for the Lord ' s Supper. When Jesus took 
bread , He d id not begin a new order , for He was but teach­
ing a spiritual l e sson. This was not foreign to the 
method of J e sus. He taught spiritual les so ns by drawing 
upon the common things of life.  Many t imes Christ  was 
misunderstood because people could not see beyond the 
mat erial t o  the truly spiritual nature of that which 
Christ was trying to present .  
Two othe r commands are mentioned by Barclay , 
one found in Act s  15: 2g-29 : " For i t  seemed good t o  the 
Holy Spirit ,  and to  us , t o  lay upon you no great er bur­
den than the se necessary things: that ye ab stain from 
things sacr ificed to idol s ,  and from blood , and from 
things strangled , • • • • • • • • • •  • The o ther passage i s  found 
in James 5: 14 where it is definitely commanded that the 
sick be anointed with oil in the name of the Lord. Neither 
of these commands were being kept in Barclay• s  day, and he 
could see no reason why his adversaries persecuted him 
when they did not keep all the law themselves. His view 
was that these commands were just as obligatory as those 
claimed for the Sacrament of the Lord ' s Supper; and, if 
communion should be kept in an outward ordinance, then 
these snould be also. He advocated that these things were 
allowed and practiced for a time, but there was nothing 
about them that made them a continuing ordinance.29 
The Quakers further presented Scripture to show 
that the day of types, shadows, and ordinances was removed 
by Christ. This does not include those things that refer 
to the future, especiallY mentioned by John in the book 
of Revelation. The Church of Fox's time held the view 
that circumcision gave way to water baptism and the paschal 
lamb gave way to the bread and the wine. One of the first 
passages referred to was Romans 14: 17 : "For the kingdom 
of God is not eating and drinking , but righteousness and 
peace and j oy in the Holy Spirit." The kingdom of God 
then stands not in meats and drinks, for these pass with 
the passing day; but the kingdom of God for men o f  t his 
world is spiritual , and men can know the kingdom o f  God 
in the i r  heart s only through the Spi ri t .  
Colossians 2: 16-23 i s  called on t o  bear witness 
to the fact that our relat ion to the Lord is spiritual and 
that ordinance s  pass away with the using. The whole of 
this second chapter t o  t he Colossians deal s  with t radit ions , 
rudiments o f  thi s world , and the matter of ordinances. 
Verse 20 i s  very pointed in stating , • I f  ye died with 
Christ from the rudiment s of the world , why, as though 
living i n  the world , do ye sub j ect your selve s to ordi­
nanc e s. " Paul recognized that the Chr i st ian was dependent 
upon a spiritual relationship t o  Chri st and ordinance s  
would have no continuing value. Hebrews 9 : 10 al so make s 
reference t o  the fac t that carnal ordinanc e s  were allowed ; 
but , when Je sus came , Be put away tho se things a.nd ren­
dered them no longer nece ssary. I t  must be r emembered 
that the early church carri ed for a t ime many of the old 
J ewish rit e s ,  and they even incorporated some o f  the local 
cust oms into their ceremonies. These were allowed for 
awhile , but they were not obligatory and were not intended 
t o  be carried down through the centuri es. 
0, The Problem of Interpretation 
One of the reasons for so many church divisions 
today lies in the field of interpretation. Many religious 
groups have given an interpretat ion to Scripture contrary 
t o  the context in which it  i s  found. They also have been 
inconsistent in their use of Scripture. Some passages 
they take very l it erally, and others they Wi sh to make 
symbolical. It  i s  true that the re are passages which are 
symbolical and some which are literal , but to claim that 
a passage i s  symbolic or lit eral to fit one ' s  own private 
doctrine i s  doing an inj ustice t o  the Word of God, 
In the first place , Scripture used by the early 
Quakers will be not ed which might have had a better 
interpretation than that given by the Quakers, 
The first reference is made to the Lord ' s  prayer. 
Both Barclay and Fox chose the view that the reference to 
bread , • give us thi s  day our daily bread" (Matt, 6: 11) , 
� / 
meant spi ri tua.l bread. The Greek word " £ n£ 0 va-tov 11 i s  the 
word that i s  u sually translated "daily, " The word means 
more than daily, It means 1 the bread of our nec ess ity• 
or 1 the bread for sustenance , which serve s to sustain 
l ife . • 30  As has been point ed out , the physical body i s  
30 .  Thayer ,  J ,  H. , Greek-Engl.ish Lexicon of .!!1! Hew 
Testament , llew York , Harper and Brothers ,  lisS§"; page�l. 
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not the only one which needs sustaining. The spiritual 
body, too, must be fed. I feel that the early Quakers 
were not wrong in giving this passage a spiritual meaning, 
but, in the light of that meaning, they should have recog­
nized that this "daily bread0 included both physical bread 
and spiritual bread. 
The interpretation given Colossians 2 : 20 might 
be ealled into question. The passage reads thus: "If ye 
died with Christ from the rudiments of the world, why, as 
though living in the world, do ye subj ect yourselves to 
ordinances.• The Quakers pointed out that Paul was 
speaking of the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper and other 
ordinances when he spoke thus. It may be that Paul did 
have such in mind, but, in view of the meaning of the 
word "rudiments", it means more than the rites of the 
Lord's SUpper and baptism. The word "rudiments" refers 
more to the heathen rite which had been brought into the 
church. It also refers to traditions that the Jews had 
held, which were no longer to be carried on in the church. 
While Paul might have been referring to the Sacramenta, 
he meant much more than the limited interpretation of the 
early Quakers. 
Robert Barclay could not see that I Corinthians 
10: 16-17 had reference to the ceremony of the Lord's 
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Supper. He pointed out that the whole of the chapter dealt 
with spiritual matters , and there is no mention of the cere­
mony in this chapter. He further made the observation that 
the one bread which i s  partaken of could only be inward and 
spiritual . Since it was one bread and is partaken of by 
all the saints,  it would necessarily follow that it was a 
spiritual partaking. The cup of communion of t he blood of 
Jesus Christ can only be taken in a spiritual manner. If 
verse 16 is referring to the ceremony, then it will nec�s­
sarily follow that the view of either transubstantiation or 
consubstantiation will have to be held. This passage is a 
difficult one to fully understand, but it is  made even 
more difficult when given a mater ialist ic interpretation. 
The statement , "When therefore ye assemble your­
selves together, i t  is  not possible to eat the Lord ' s  
Supper • • • • • •  , •  found in I Corinthians 11: 20 was taken 
very literally by the �akers. !hey said that the true 
SUpper of the Lord was spiritual; and, when men came to­
gether , i t  was not to eat the Lord ' s  SUpper. In the 
light of the context , this interpretation is  not the best 
one. These Corinthians had come to such an abominable 
state of affairs that it was not possible for them to  
carry on their worship in a. way pleasing to the Lord. 
They had formerly been having a. love feast and a time of 
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an example ,  that ye also should do as I have done t o  you" 
( John 13: 14, 15) . Barclay was of the opinion that there 
was more commanded in thi s  passage than c ould b e  found in 
the one that i s  claimed for the L ord ' s  S Upper. 
Many have been care ful t o  point out the fact 
that foot washing was some thing of a very common nature 
and J e sus was only wanting to teach a l e s son of humil ity 
by His act. They say that it was no t a cont inuing c ommand• 
but was only done by the Lord t o  teach a spiritual lesson. 
The same people that take such a stand concerning foot 
washing would never think of allowing the same view for 
the Lord ' s  SUpper. This appears to many t o  b e  the he ight 
o f  inconsist ency. · S hould one be acc ept ed as spiritual and 
not cont inued and the other accept ed as a physical ordi­
nance t o  b e  fostered by the church? 
It should be not ed that both of thes e  incident s  
t ook place the same night. The Pas sover that was being 
eat en t ogether was a usual exerci se with the J ew s. I t  
was customary fo r the J ews t o  break bread , and t here was 
nothing new about it.  The J ews even at t imes had a 
special ble s s ing offered · during the meal . There fore , it 
is difficult to s e e  how J esus t rul y  ins t ituted a new 
thing. 
In the light of Scripture, it appears that the 
washing of feet i s  as much commanded as the continuance of 
the bread and the wine. The washing of feet is r eferred to 
again in I Timothy 5: 10 ,  and it i s  in connection with the 
church. It is  a fact that the washing of feet was carried 
on in many areas of the Xew Testament church. It never 
gained any great ac ceptance ,  and the reason may have been 
the inconvenience and the seeming uselessness of it . They 
saw how they could be humble and have a servant ' s  spirit 
without the c eremony. The ceremony of the bread and the 
wine might have continued because it could be administered 
much more easily than the washing of feet. It doe s seem 
highly inconsist ent in the light of the Scripture to  cry 
for the one c eremony and neglect the other. 
I s  the keeping of the Lord ' s  SUpper obligatory? 
Thi s  question has been a problem for almost every genera­
t ion. In considering the Scripture itself ,  the whole prob­
lem centers around a few Scriptures ,  namely, Luke 22 : 19 
and I Corinthians 11: 24-26. In  these passages ,  the words 
•r.�To "Tto\iite. .;;1 are the words translated 11 this do. "  Many 
have taken this as being a direct command to do now and 
31. Westcott , B. F. and HQrt , F. J . A. , Xew T estament in 
the Original Greek, »ew York, Macmillan, 1947. Greek woids 
referred to are from this t ext. 
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forever. Some have examined the Greek and discovered that 
� 
� �o � = � � �  • can be translated i n  the imperat ive mood and have 
publi shed t he fac t  as though thi s  were the only mood in 
whi ch i t  could be taken. 
� 
This ,  however ,  i s  not true. The t erm n � o � t � TE u 
c an and i s  also used as present active indicative .  When 
used as suc h ,  i t  doe s  not necessarily car ry a cont inuing 
c ommand. 
Just what was Je sus referring to when he said , 
0 this do in remembrance of me " ?  The d isc iple s  were to  
. 
partake with Jesus in mind. This wa s  the last supper they 
were going t o  be together before Jesus was offered up, and 
soon Jesus • body was to be broken in a real way. His 
blood was going t o  be literally shed for them. He was t o  
become the Lamb that was slain, and , instead o f  thinkilli 
in t erms of the Passover lamb , Jesus wanted His disciples 
to  anticipate Him as the Lamb t o  be  slain. Jesus was 
r eady t o  issue in the new covenant ,  and He wanted His 
own disciple s  to  follow through i n  the transit ion. 
Paul makes i t  very clear about the nece s sity of 
the Lord ' s Supper in writing t o  the Corinthians. The two 
s tat ement s are plain, •as  often as•  and " for as o ft en as . • 
These statement s remove any sense o f  obl igation as t o  the 
c ontinuing of the ordinance .  The Greek word for " as often 
It  originate s  from the word a o�o sa 32 
which means in one sense " as long as. " The verb in the 
phrase , " a.s oft en as ye drink i t , 11  is subjunc tive and ha.s 
the thought o f  being conditional. The condit ional parti-
_:1 " 
ole o e � v n is also used. So t o  give this phrase a. literal 
rendering, it would read thus , • a.s long as i f  ye drink. " 
Paul t old the Corinthians and Onrist t o ld His d isciples 
that , i f  they Should carry on a type of the Pas sover , they 
should do i t  in remembranc e of Him. The " if1 c lause re­
moves and , i n  a very real sense , nullifies any t hought of 
t hi s  ordinance being obligatory. Even though a remembrance 
ceremony was carried on in the New Te stament church, in the 
l i ght of Scripture it cannot be proven that Jesus i nstituted 
such a ceremony, nor can it  be proven that He commanded 
that such a. c eremony was to be cont inued until Hi s coming 
in the rapture. 
I f  this ceremony were obligatory , it would be 
reasonable to suppo se that Jesus would have given more spe­
c ific c ommand s  as to its keeping. The Passover had specific 
instruct ions regulating it.  The time , the element s ,  and the 
ones to administ er the Passover were very clear. I f  the 
32. Thayer , .2:2• ,ill. ,  page 456. 
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Saor.ament of the Lord 1 s  Supper was to be cont inually per­
petuated by the Ohuroh , i t  would not be anticipating too 
much t o  expec t  to find more explicit instructions given 
by Jesus concerning thi s  matt er.  
D, The Evaluation of the Doctrine in the 
Light of Exegesis 
To evaluate i s  to give an appraisal. It is  to 
show forth the worth of a thing. It  is the desire in thi s 
brief section to  see what remains or to see what was des-
troyed of the early Quaker doctrine by the exegetical 
consideration, 
As has been not ed ,  only a few Scriptures were 
misinterpreted by the Quakers in relation to their doc­
trine of Oommunion, Where there was error,  an effort was 
made to point out the error and to give the correct inter­
pretation of the Scripture, The Scriptures that I have 
been critical of , even if they were left out of the pic­
ture , would not change the doctrine and its firm Scriptural 
basis. 
In looking at the doctrine as a whole in the 
light of Scripture , it is sound, The Quaker emphasis con­
cerning communion was proper , and anyone placing any dif­
ferent emphasis today will not know true spiritual 
communion. 
Exegesis substantiated the fact  that communion 
i s  e ssential to salvation, and all who are looking for­
ward t o  abiding with Ohrist must partake of His body and 
His blood, Furthermore , this communion is not in any 
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sense dependent upon the Sacrament of the Lord ' s  Supper. 
Often the Sacrament of the Lo rd ' s Supper is far more per­
nicious than it is helpful. The Corinthian church is an 
example of this , for they were no t having communion with 
the Lord. Their use of the ceremony had caused them to 
venture into gross sin , and it brought shame upon the 
Church. The Catholic Church today is an example of the 
excesses to which these things can be carried , if allowed. 
The fact that the spiritual communion is the 
communion and the ceremony is not obligatory was further 
borne out in the exegetical examination. At tnis point , 
many have criticized the �akers , bu t it has been before 
t hey fully understood the Quaker doctrine and its 
Scriptural basis. 
The early Quaker doctrine of Communion has a 
firm basis and will stand up under the test which should 
be given any doc trine. There is little wonder that the 
early Quakers were so zealous to get forth this new 
message--this true message--and new note which had not 
been sounded as it ought for many , many centuries. 
Chapter IV 
S:tllmARY 
In this summary, I should like to do two things: 
first , to state that Which has been substantiated , and, 
second , to  state some of the problems that are unanswered. 
I t  will be unnecessary to cover the ground a�in 
that has already been considered to some length. Therefore ,  
I will proceed to set forth that which was upheld. 
I.  Concerning the Oeremony: 
A. The ceremony is not obligatory. 
B. If the ceremony was instituted , it 
was not to be a continuing ordinance. 
o. The bread and the wine of the aacra­
ment have no necessary relation to 
the body and the blood of Ohrist . 
II. Concerning True Spiritual Communion: 
A. It is spiritual and can only be 
known through the Spirit. 
B. It is necessary to salvation. 
o. It is a mystery to all but the 
saints.  
D. It i s  made possible through the 
blood of Ohrist.  
E.  It  is possible for us to have if 
we will but open our hearts unto 
the Lord.  
r. It Will lead t o  that eternal life 
in heaven with Christ Jesus. 
Communion, as taught by the early Quakers , was 
that which was vital and vibrant . I t  was an essent ial , 
and their concept of it l ifted it  to a height such as has 
blessed the world ever s ince. Quaker c ommunion was no t 
pract iced once a quart er , but it was pract iced daily ,  and 
t his made the Quaker what he was .  
I believe the mat t er of c ommunion has been con­
sidered t o  the extent that it  will be possible for those 
who desire , t o  see ,  to understand , and to know the 
validity of the QUaker doc trine of C ommunion. 
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of the teaching pro gram of the Sunday scho ol 
t e acher was decidedly endorsed by Dorothy Stevens , who wrote the fol-
lowing statement : 
When a church believes that its me ss age and program are 
e s s enti al to the growth of its members , and when it also 
believes that mis sions i s  at the he art of that .n:e s s age 
and therefore builds mis s i ons into the c enter of its 
program, mis sionary education becomes an e s s ential part 
of the Sunday ehurch s chool life .l 
I .  ENLISTING LEADERSHIP PERSONNEL 
Even as the le a.dership personnel of the loc al c hurch needs direc-
t ion as t o  their several respons ibilities in regard to t he e st ablishment 
of missionary education in t he general program of the church , it was 
e st eemed e s s ential to the outworking of t hi s  program to enlarge upon 
the importance of adequate ,  well-qualified leadership personnel in 
the Sunday s chool . The context of this s ection ,  therefore , d e als 
more specific ally with the relationship of cert ain Sunday school lead-
ers t o  the miss ionary education program. 
� SuQerintendent 
Serving a.s the e le ct ed member of t he administrative st aff of the 
Sunday school, 2 the superintendent , in cooperation with the pastor and 
the d irector of Christian education, has important responsibilities 
in the total s c ope of the Sunday s chool ' s  operation and outreach . With-
in t his individual may be invested the great e st hope for leadership, 
direction, and stimulous for t he inclusion of mis s ions in the Sunday 
cit • •  
- ·  
lstevens , 2£• �. , pp . 64-65 . 
2The Dis ciJ2line of � Evangelical Unit ed Brethren Church ,  212.• 
p�2S, par . Io6� 
school . The efforts made by other leaders of the Sunday s chool can 
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be strengthened , and most effectively channeled by a zealous superin-
tendent . The superintendent • s  t ask in furthering t he program of mis-
s ionary education in the Sunday s ch ool may, according to this writ er,  
be most suc cessfully accomplished by: 
1 .  Working in cooperation w ith the past or and t h e  d irector o f  
Christian education . 
2 .  Enlist ing the cooperati on of every department superintendent . 
3 . Seeking every avenue and means that exist s in the Sunday 
s chool t o  promulgate mis sionary education . 
4 . Learning what Sundc.y s chool s uperintend ents o f  other chur­
che s  in one ' s  own denomination and other d enominations are 
d oing . 
5 . Enlisting every Sunday s ch ool t e acher ' s  cooperation . 
6 .  S eeking ways o f  t raining e ach t eacher how t o  includ e mis s ionary 
educat ion into his or h er t eaching plans . 
7 .  Serving as a member o f  the ch urch missionary committee if 
such a committee has been formed . 
� Department Superintendent 
Every department superintendent is e le ct ed by the Board of 
Christian Education upon the nomination of a committee c onsisting of 
the pastor, the Sunday s chool superintendent , the assi stant Sunday 
s chool superint endent, and whatever age group directors the church 
may have .l This lead er has been charged with the responsibilities 
delegated ,  and e specially relative , t o  departmental supervision.  Be-
c ause the general superintendent should o btain his d epartment superin-
tendent ' s  cooperation in all matters of Sunday school endeavor, he 
sho uld enlist his aid and cooperat ion in promulgating miss io nary edu-
c ation into every department and every class within e ach d epartment . 
lrbid . ,  p .  228, par .  1070. 
-
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Every department head should hold teacher ' s  m etings regularly, d uring 
which time there could be discus sion, 1'ormulation of plans , and enlarg-
ment of the plans made regarding e ac h  classe s •  place in the total mis-
sionary education program . Be cause mi ssionary education s hould not be 
regarded as an entirely separate e lement of the Sunday s chool curri-
culum, b ut rather, one that should be vitally integrated into the 
curriculum, it would be most profitable for the superintendent to refer 
to the reasons why mis sionary e ducation is needed . l 
.!.h::!. Teacher 
The s uperintendent and d epartment superintendents s hould work 
clo sely with every teacher appointed to the Sunday school staff .2 
The c ooperative efforts of superintendents and teachers working toge-
ther should enhance the work of all concerned . The important and 
challenging role of the teacher was expressed s o  adequately by the 
author of the Epistle to the Hebrews , when he said, "Vihen by reason 
of the time ye ought to be teachers • • •  11 .3 Campbell added his c onception 
to these words by s aying : 
Ye If ought" ye owe it , t o  b e  teachers . Having been them­
s elves taught , these people owed it to tea ch others . Having 
le arned,  t hey were und er obligati on to teach . 4  
lcf . �., p .  3.3 .  
2rhe Disci;eline of � Evangelical United Brethren Church, 2E.• 
ill· ,  p .  228, par . 1071 . 
.3Hebrews 5 : 12 .  
4Doak S .  Campbell, � Q2. Teachers � (Nashville : The Sunday 
School Board of the Southern Baptist Convention, 1935 ) ,  p .  1.3 . 
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The teacher may rightfully be included in the Great Commission, 
for he is preparing those who may e ither go t o  a foreign mission field 
someday, or who may come to have within themselves the d esire to actu-
ally support , either by their prayers and finances , or both , those who 
will go and th ose who are out on the mission field at the present t ime . 
What a teacher teaches ,  therefore , and the manner in which he teaches ,  
often has a profound effect upon every pupil concerned .l Even a tea-
cher ' s  enthusiasm or lack of enthusiasm for missions may definitely 
effect the attitude and outlook his pupils may have o r  come t o  have in 
l ater years . 
As a teacher surveys his relationship to the total church program 
of missionary education, he may wonder what he can do t o  incorporat e  
missions into his t eaching program. Such items as the following have 
been formulated by this writer to aid the teacher in g aining s ome 
knowledge of what can b e  d one : 
1. Pray until a true vision of the vast possibilities and out­
come s of mis sionary emphasis becomes a reality. 
2 .  Cooperate w ith the superintendent and f ellow teachers in 
stimulating mis sio nary emphas is . 
3 . Check the materi als of e ach quart er ' s  lessons and decide 
how some phase of mis s io ns may b e  incltrl ed . 
4. Read mis s ionary biographies , magazines ,  and Bible refer­
ences for background information on mis sio ns .  
5 . Become thoroughly familiar with the history of missions . 
6 .  Become thoroughly faniliar with the missionaries sent out 
by one ' s  own conference , ot her co nferences in one 1 s  own 
denomination, and by other mis sion boards . 
lBenson, 22• �. , pp. 61-62 . 
7 .  Encourage and aid a pupil who has felt t he call to full 
time servic e ,  whenever and wherever possible . 
8 .  Encourage e ach pupil t o  read mis sionary biographies and 
other mis s ionary books or magazines . 
9 . Encour age e ach pupil t o  acquaint himself with a mis sionary 
or several mis sionaries through the mediums of prayer and 
actual correspondence .  
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It may be concluded, therefore , that no t eacher should disregard 
that phase of the t otal outreach of the church which should aid in 
stimulating every pupil to the highest and noblest and worthiest of 
c allings ,  that o f  b eing a missionary o n  the job, in the home, in the 
classroom, and anywhere and everywhere he may go . 
As one reviews the importance of adequat e  mis sionary leadership 
in the Sunday s chool, one cannot help but realize that the possibilities 
inherent in each phas e  of their s everal responsibilit ies are altogether 
unlimit ed in scope and outreach . 
II . EI..EM:EMTS REPRESENTATIVE OF GOOD TEACHING 
A teacher may b e  well aware of his place in the w ork of the church, 
the challenge and opportunity of it , and the importance of incorporat-
ing missionary emphasis into the very c ore of the l essons taugh�, but , 
all the while not fully realizing or knowing how t o  share his enthusiasm 
for certain things that may be close to his h eart ; such as missions , or 
even the very hope that is within him,l because he may have never been 
t aught t he e ss entials that comprise what this writer has chosen to term 
as "good teaching" element s .  
lrhe Discipline of t he Evangelical United Brethren Church, .212.• 
m,., p. 27, par. 33. - -
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Knowledge E.! lli subject ., The first element that should be 
considered by the teacher is that which pertains to a knowledge of 
the subject . The actual knowledge possessed by the teacher in vari-
ous areas, is or can be readily ascertained by almost every pupil 
in attendance. Vfuat the teacher knows on a certain subject, such as 
"the missionary journeys of Paul, " cannot be dealt with adequately 
unless the t eacher himself is missionary minded;l is personally ac-
quainted with the One who spoke to Paul that day on the Damascus 
road, was willing to  forgive Paul of his sins, and lead him eventually 
into one the greatest missionary endeavors of all time ;2 and has an 
earnest desire that every one of his pupils catch a missionary vision 
similar to what Paul had, and what every Christian can have. 
The Master Teacher emphasized this need for knowledge in His 
dealing with the Chief Teacher of Israel, when He said, "We speak 
that which we do know and bear witness of that which we have seen, 
and ye receive riot our witness . n.3 
Further information4 pertaining to  this important element of 
teaching would be most beneficial to the teacher who desires to be 
fully equipped t o  teach missions . 
laaines S .  Dobbins, The Improvement of Teach ip.g 1!! � Sundaz 
School (Nashville : ConventiOn Press , 1955 );-p .  17. 
2Acts 9 :.3-6. 
3John 3 :11, A. s .  V. 
4see Appendix, p .  S5 . 
Attainment 2£ pupil int erest . A well-prepared lesson w ill be 
literally inculcated into the very life of the pupil in attendanc e ,  
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or it may be absolutely nil, depending on whether the pupil ' s  interest 
is incited and retained throughout the presentation of the lesson. 
It has been stated by Gregory that , "each sense-organ is a gate­
way to the mind of the pupil . "l .Although the interest elements d efin­
itely "vary with the ages of the learners , with the advancing stages 
of growth and intelligence, u2 there are c ertain b asic factors which 
must be t aken into considerat ion as regarding every age group . Gre-
gory s aid that , "the known must precede the unknown, " because it was 
his contention that : 
Ideas can be communicated only by inducing in the receiv­
ing mind processes corresponding to those by which these ideas 
were f irst conceived . Ideas must be rethought , experience 
must be re-experienced .3 
In order to enhance the pos sibility of ideas being communicated to 
the learner, it w ould be well for a teacher to refer t o  certain means 
by which such c ould be accomplishe d .4 
It should be noted that this matter o f  int erest and attention was 
considered to b e  of p aramount importance in Jesus ' t eaching methods . 
Wherever Jesus went He accomplished the s eemingly impossible, that of 
drawing men of all occupations and nationalities unto Himself and the 
lJohn Milton Gregory, l'.!!! Seven � £!  Teachin,& {revised edition; 
Grand Rapids :  Baker Book House ,  1955),  p .  lS . 
2Ibid . ,  p .  19. 
3!lli,. , p .  20 .  
4see Appendix, p .  86 . 
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message He was s ent t o  preach and teach . One has only to  read about 
the calling of the fishersl and the menders of the nets,2 and to note 
how great multitudes , s ome of whom would stay with Him for several 
days ,3 to realize His tremendous capacity for commanding interest . One 
may conceive , therefore, that He pos sessed that which was marked enough 
in His teaching, that it commanded the interest and sustained attention 
of individuals , as well as vast multitudes for as long a time as He 
deemed the s ituation warranted it .. 
Therefore, it might be said that recei�ling and holding the pupil ' s  
interest i s  most essential for the very posit ive inclusion of the sub­
ject into the very life of the pupil . 
�uage usae:!• Every teacher realiz es , or is s oon brought to 
realize, the importance attached to  what has been termed 11the vehi­
cle of thought which is able to convey knowledge, the instrument of 
thought in which ideas attain realness in words , and the storehouse 
of our knowledge , "4 namely, language . There are many facets of under­
standing concerning the correct use of language in relation to teach­
ing pupils both here and abroad .5 Every missionary who labors on a 
foreign field, is continually faced with this matter of language .  
�atthew 4 :18.  
�atthew 4 :21 .  
3:u:ark 8:2.  
4Gregory, 2.2.• £!l. , p . 48 .. 
5see Appendix, p . 80� 
Gregory deemed this element to b e  of such importance that he wrot e :  
Two persons , who have material bodies which are limit­
ing prisons , are to be brought into intellectual intercourse 
-the fine commerce of thought and feeling • •  There are no 
knavn spiritual connections between individuals in this 
world . Here the o rgans of sense are parts of material 
bodies ,  and can be touched and impress ed only by matter 
and material . phenomena. Out of these phenomena persons 
must construct symbols and signs by which they can sig-
nal to one another the ideas which they wish t o  communi­
c at e .  A system of .  such sjllllbols or s igns is a language. 
It may consist of t he picture-writing of the savage races, 
the alphabet-systems of c ivilized peoples , the manual s igns 
of the deaf mute s ,  the oral speech of the he aring; but , 
whatever its f orm, it is language--a medium of communi­
cat ion between minds , a necessary ins trument of teach-
ing and having, like all other factors in the teaching 
art ,  its �n law . l 
The expression of thought d iffers at various age levels . 2 
If a person were given the o pportunity to substitute for tea-
chers at different age levels , he would soon realize that the 
way he would expres s  himself before a beginner ' s  c lass would 
be altogether different than the way he would express himself be-
fore an intermediate group. 
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It may be s aid , therefore , that the right use o f  language,, made 
alive and pertinent to whatever age group is involved , is necessary 
for effective teaching to t ake place.  
Lesson requirements .  The teacher who is anrious that the pupil 
may actually learn the l esson that is to be taught , should strive t o  
lGregory, .212• _m. , p .  41. 
2Benson, 22• �. , p .  212. 
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as cert ain what is actually required in the composition of a lesson.l 
The following stat ement by Milton Gregory enumerates the essentials 
of a les son : 
All teaching must begin at some point of the s ubject or 
lesson. If t he subject is wholly new, then a known point 
must be sought by showing s ome l ikeness of t he new to same­
thing known and familiar. Even among grown persons , the 
skilful narrat or struggles t o  find some c omparison with 
familiar experiences ,  seeking s ome likeness of the unknovm 
to s omething known before proceeding with his story. 
Until this st arting-point is found , he knows th at it will 
be useless to go on . To do so would be like t elling some­
one to follow you over a winding path in the darkness with­
out first letting him know where you are or starting him 
on the path. Naturally, if adults must have this aid, 
children can s c arcely be expected to d o  without it . Often 
pupils in t he s chools explain their inability t o  tu�deratand 
tbe lesson by the simple statement : "I do not know what the 
teacher was t alking about • 11 The fault lies distinctly with 
the teacher in such a case . 112 
It has been ascert ained that the pupil ' s  present knowledge and 
experience concerning certain information may be the basis for a 
comparison of s ome new infor.mation that the teacher wishes to impart . 
Therefore ,  one may c onclude that any 11truth t o  be t aught must be learned 
through truth already known . n3 
!!!.! t eachin� f!rocess .  It should b e  a most important facet of 
every teacher ' s  lesson planning to devise method s and means to 11excite 
and direct the self-activit ies of the pupil . '' Real planning is needed , 
the type of planning that is geared to meet the maximum attainments of 
whatever age group is being t aught . The teacher would f ind it profit-
able to place himself in the position of a pupil, so that he might be 
lsee Appendix, p . BL. 
2aregory, £12.• ill.· ,  p .  58.  
3�. 
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able t o  visualize the scope of the l esson as the pupil would visual­
ize it .l The needs of the individual pupil must be t aken int o  consid­
eration before a true adaptation of the lesson c an be determined to 
meet these needs . 2 The lesson subject itself must reach into the l ife 
of each pupil and find its point of contact therein before t eaching 
bec ome s  effective .3 All activities planned s hould be s udh as to con­
t ain the el ements of interest, freshness , and vitality, rather than 
those which have become routine after several week ' s  usage . 
It c an be  remembered that Jesus Himself never lacked for mes­
s ages that were directly related to His hearer ' s  environment and needs . 
He knew the heart of each one of His pupils s o  thoroughly, that He was 
able t,o apply or guide that individual to a full understanding of 
what his needs were, and how they c ould be met . One has only to note 
the case of the "rich young ruler, n4 or the nprodigal s on, 115 to realize 
that Jesus knew how t o  deal with men, and could give examples that 
would d irectly relate t o  the needs of those in His hearing . 
Therefore, one may conclude that the teacher who plans each 
lesson with pupil need s ,  pupil interests ,  and possible pupil partici­
pation in mind, may be assured that the pupils will respond to what 
is being taught . 
lsee Appendix, p .  8 6� 
2oobbins , 2£• £ll. ,  p. 70. 
3Benson, 2£• �. , p . 110. 
4Mark 10: 17-22 . 
5Luke 15 :11-32 . 
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� learning process . One of the most important aspects of the 
total learning process is t o  stimulate the pupil towards original 
thinking.l Vfuen he has perceived a clear idea of what is to  be accom-
plished, he should be guided, rather t han be t old , as he attempts t o  
discover the answer to a problem. The reasoning of one author stat ed 
it this way, u Aim t o  make the pupil an independent investigator-a stu-
dent of nature and a seeker after truth..  Cultivate in him the habit 
of research . n2 
It should be realized at this time, that there are limitations 
to the id ea of personal research in the Sunday s chool, due , in some 
measure , to  a lack of t ime in the class sessions , and the amount of 
time required t o  accomplish the homework requirements given out by 
the public school to  those pupils who attend . However, a Sunday 
school t eacher should not be discouraged over the lack of time avail-
able t o  meet and s olve various problems that do arise ,  because a week-
by-week study accompanied by a limited amount of study during the week 
could , on the part of the pupil who is guided aright , be made most 
profitable t o  him if he is sufficiently challenged to  the need for this 
study, and, thereby, begins to "reproduce in his own mind , the truth 
to be learned . "3 
It may be noted that Jesus , who was carrying on a constant teach­
ing program, always allowed for the pos sibility of a learne·r reaching 
lsee Appendix, p .  �14 
2Gregory, 2£• c�t . , p .  104 . 
3�. ,  p .  97 . 
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his own conclusions as he was faced with a problem. Rather then telling 
him directly what t o  do  or what to expect , He would present the essence 
of the matter in the form of a p arable or some other indirect method .,l 
Therefore, it may be said that one of the most important aspects 
of the learning process is to stimulate the p upil to think for himself 
as he approaches the solution of a problem. 
Review � aEplic ation., The factors that are presented in this 
portion logically f ollow the e lements of the learning process,  for they 
very definitely s erve t o  aid the teacher who is limited for time, and 
to guide his pupils towards actual le arning .2 Review should be a regu­
lar part of every lesson ,  because there are many opportunities during 
the course of a lesson that a teacher may refer t o  s omething which had 
been stressed in some earlier lesson . Such could be the cas e ,  that a 
pupil would not even realize that he was actually reviewing, but rather, 
would be stimulated to contribute something that was familiar to him .. 
When a pupil c an be encouraged to actively contribute to the discussion 
at hand, he may receive a feeling of ple asure , and a renewed confidence 
in himself. 
One has only to recount the times that Moses reviewed the past 
history of the Jews, and made proper application of such happenings 
revealed therein to t heir present situation .3 Such methods may also 
1:u:atthew 1.3 :.3 . 
2see Appendix, p .  84 .  
3neuteronomy 1 : 1.3 .  
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be noted in Isaiah ' s  writings . l One of the characteristics of his writ-
ings was t o  review circumstances of the p ast in relation to the present , 
and point out h ow they could effect the future as well . Jesus Himself 
would often recount the words of Old Testament writers , and relat e  and 
make direct application to the s ituation at hand .2 
It m ay be s aid, therefore, that every factor, presented in the 
various elements characteristic of good teaching, is necessary for the 
teacher t o  observe who desires above a ll els e  to aid the pupil in receiv-
ing the Word t o  the extent that it becomes a part of his life . The fol-
lowing words written by Benson, offer real challenge to every teacher : 
The s owing of the p atient , plodding t e acher will eventually 
t ake root and reappear with the promis e  of a harvest . It 
t akes time and patience to press beyond the mind and reach the 
soul and spirit of the individual . Only as the t e acher thus 
approaches his t as k  is there any assurance that the good seed 
will not only get down into the s oil, but also w;ill have a 
resurrection in a transformed and fruitful l ife .j 
II . ELEUENTS OF A LESSON PLAN 
Even as a t eacher has gained an upderstanding of those elements 
representative of g ood t eaching, he should ende avor to put thes e  ele-
menta into practice . Such an a ccomplishment may well be att ained by 
formulating some d efinite manner of organization. This organiz ation 
may t ake t he form of a lesson plan.. The possibilities of a lesson 
plan are endless . The question may well be asked, what is a lesson 
plan? Although the various elements of a lesson plan will be presented 
lrsaiah 1:1-2.3 .. 
�ark 10:.3-9 • 
.3 Benson, 2.E.. ill_. , p .  7 .  
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herein, there should be s ome type of definition provided for the bene­
fit of anyone who may not be directly acquainted with t his phase of 
teaching . A lesson plan may, therefore, be defined as a guide that 
has been built by a teacher, to s atisfactorily aid in incorporating a 
certain subject or t ruth into the life of a pupil, taking into account 
the need for the pupil ' s  cooperation and participat ion. 
�· A definite aim or set of aims should precede every les son 
presentation, aims that will encompass pupil int erests and needs . The 
teacher who thinks through his lesson with a definite p urpose in view, 
and leads his pupils to d o  the same when a new study is t o  be under­
taken, d oes , in b oth his own activity and the resultant activity of his 
pupils ,  show t hat he is t eaching with an aim in mind . It has been s aid 
that "a teacher without an aim. is like a ship floundering in the ocean 
without a comp ass and without direction . "l Aimlessness in one ' s  teach­
ing may, therefore, show a marked effect upon the pupils in such ways 
as lit tle or no response to the le soon b eing taught, indifference, or 
misbehavior . 
A teacher may profitably refer to the Master Teacher ' s  aims for 
His disciples . The writer has chosen three aims designated by Clarence 
Benson as being t hose held by the Master Teacher.2 Such aims have been 
enlarged by this writ er f or the purpose of revealing how t hey could b e  
incorporated by every teacher : 
lBenson, 2.E.• ill· ,  P• 77 . 
2!2!,c!. ,  pp . 82-83 . 
1.  To reveal God ' s  gracious and glorious plan for His disciples . 
When He told t hem, " I  am come that you might have l ife, and that you 
might have it more abundantly, nl and, nFear not , lit tle flock ; for it 
is your Father ' s  good pleasure to  give you the kingdom, n2 He left no 
doubt as to what His purpose  was for their lives .  
2 .  T o  win them t o  Himself-as Saviour and King. He d esired that 
His disciples should know who sent Him. Such a desire is revealed in 
the verse, "For I came d own from heaven • • •  and th is is the Father ' s  will 
which hath sent me • • •  that everyone which seeth the Son, and believeth 
on him, may have everlasting life • • •  rr.3 The reason for His being s ent 
is so aptly spoken in John ' s  Gospel where it reads,  "For God so  loved 
the world • • •  that the world through him might be saved . 114 The manner 
that God provided "how" man could be s aved is found in the words, "That 
whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life . 115 
The very fact that He was not only to be their Saviour, but their King 
as well, is revealed in Luke ' s  Gospel, the Gospel that described how 
He rode into Jerusalem and a multitude of His disciples rejoiced saying, 
"Blessed be the King that cometh in the name of the Lord • • •  tt6 
.3 .  To prepare and train His disciples t o  be His witnesses . From 
1John 10: 10. 
2Luke 12 :.32 • 
.3John 6 :.38-40. 
4John .3 :1�17. 
5llli· 
6Luke 19 :,38. 
the very first call Jesus made for disciples ,  one may s ee what their pur­
pose was to be, namely, "fishers of men. nl Even in His final in­
structions t o  the disciples we read, "Go ye therefore, and teach all 
nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and 
of t he Holy Ghost . n2 Following His resurrection He said to them, "But 
ye shall receive power, after that the Holy Ghost is come upon you : 
and .ye shall be witnesses unto me . . . unto the uttermost part of the earth . "3 
Therein has been revealed that every provision had been made for them 
to be His witnesses, for t hey were truly endued with that power which, 
only, can make for effective witnessing.  
It may rightly be  stated, therefore, t hat every teacher is a 
true missionary, for his very aim for t his wonderful mis sion that he 
is to accomplish is  to  reveal God ' s  plan and purpos e for each pupil ' s  
life, win each life to Him who alone is their Saviour and King, and 
prepare and train e ach one week-by-week to be His witnesses , thereby 
allowing God ' s  purpose for each lite to be fulfilled in full measure . 
Essentially, therefore, well-chosen aims "give" directio n and 
destination, n "determine progress ,  11 and "provide courage and confidence; n4 
all aims that every teacher may have . 
Approach. Once the teacher 1 s  aim or a�ns h ave been established, 
attention should be focused on the choice of an approach that will 
lMatthew 4 :19.  
2Matthew 28:19.  
3 Acts 1:8. 
4aenson, 2£• �. , pp . 78-79. 
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properly introduce the lesson .  Such an introduction serves t o  estab­
lish a definite c ontact , a c ontact that needs to be made with the 
pupil at t he beginning of the les son, so that any new material or con­
cepts to be taught may relate t o  what is already known t o  the pupil 
and with what he himself has already experienced .l 
The approach t o  a lesson need not be something dry and dull . 
The message which needs t o  b e  brought to the mind and heart of the pupil 
should begin, rather ,  with a certain freshness and newness,  character­
ized by an e nthusiasm f or what is t o  be t aught . If the teacher ' s  
approach to a new lesson i s  characterized by a dismal sameness of 
quality and type , there will most likely b e  a l ike response reflected 
in the attitude of thos e  being t aught . Variety in the teacher ' s  me­
thod of approach s hould aid in obtaining t he pupil ' s  att ention. 2  When 
the pupil is challenged t o  listen and t ake pa..-..t in s omething that may 
not b e  altogether new to him as far as acquaintance with the subject 
is concerned, the new truths that are introduced should stimulate i..l').ter­
est and actual learning becaus e ,  as one author wrot e ,  "the t ruth t o  
b e  t aught must b e  learned through truth already known . n3 
It should be noted that Jesus , the Master Teacher, made it a 
poL"'lt in His t eaching to establish s ome point of contact with His dis­
ciples ,  all followers , and prospective followers . Some of t hose instances 
lrbid . ,  p .  110. 
2!J?.is!. J p . 114. 
3Gregory, .2.£• ill· 
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have been incorporated by the writer to prove this . Those instance s  
may b e  found in His teaching of : 
1 .  Th e  woman of Samaria .  In this instance He asked for a drink 
of water, then proce eded t o  t ell her about the "living water . "l 
2 . The feeding of the 5000 . In this instance He t ook the loaves 
and the fishes ,  bless ed and brake t hem and gave them to all that were 
present . Lat er,  he mentioned that he was "the bread of life . 112 
3 . The good shepherd .. In this instance He uses the illustration 
of a shepherd of she ep with Himself as the "good shepherct . n3 
One may readily note that each instance j ust mentioned, can or 
could very eas ily be related to missio nary outreach . They serve t o  
substanti ate the fact that the Bible i s  a true and living missionary 
book, whose co ntents are filled with messages that are relative to 
every day living. 
Presentation. The preliminary f actors cons idered in the lesson, 
namely, the formulation of necessary aims and an adequate approach, 
lead directly into the actual present ation of the l esson . It is in the 
presentation of the lesson it s elf that the full measure of a teacher ' s  
storytelling t echniques ,  relating of factual materials , reading of 
poems , introduction of s ongs ,  and introducing some type of visual or 
audio-visual aid, comes to the fore . It should be remembered that no 
1John 4 :7, 14. 
2John 6 :11, 35 .,  
.3John 10 :2 , ll, 14. 
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two teachers will tell a story or read a poem in the same manne r .  Al­
though certain elements of g ood s torytelling must be adherred to, it 
should be p resented in a manner altogether illus trative of the person 
telling t he story. The writer is not ne cessarily recommending story­
telling as the only method o f  presenting a lesson, but has included it 
to s erve as an example . 
Conclusion . Every gooo le sso n  c ome s  t o  the point where a summary 
of important phase s  o f  t he les son s hould be given . In order to aid the 
pupil to grasp the essence of t hat which he has jus t heard or discuss ed 
during t he presentation of t he le sson, this final s ummation is deemed 
necessary .. 
ApJ?licati on. In order for a teacher to insure actual pupil le arn­
ing , he s hould apply the s ubject studied in s uch a way as t o  meet pos­
s ible pupil respons e . This may be poss ible if hi s teaching has been 
vitally related to the l ives of the pupils .l Therefore, the t0acher 
should know as much as possible about pupil problems needs , so an 
adequate knowledge o f  h ow to relate the applic at ion of the l e s s on to 
meet the s e  problems and ne ed s  may be assured . 
Parental aid and cooperation should be s ought by the teacher in 
helping the p upil t o  apply the l esson le arned in Sunday s chool to his 
every d ay life . Benson substanti ated thi s  fact when he s aid , "By 
1 Benson, 2E• �. , p .  195 . 
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keeping parents informed as t o  what the work of the Sunday s chool i s  
trying to d o ,  n the t eacher s hould "enlist their cooperation in providing 
opportunities for real application of t he Sunday s chool lesson . l 
It should be noted, however, that "no le s s on will really be 
helpful t o  the class if it h as not been helpful t o  t he t e acher . Its 
application must be back1vard t oward t he teacher before it will go forward 
t oward the c lass . n2 
After survey.L�g e ach step ,  relat ive to the f ormulatio n of the le s­
son plan , one may conclud e that this d efinite st at ement of organization, 
as embodied in t he l esson plan is,  on t he part of every teacher ,  necessary 
t o  insure good t e aching . 
IV . EXAMINATION OF SUNDAY SCHOOL MATERIALS 
A t eacher who is  acquaint ed with the basic dut ies and responsi­
bilities relative t o  the teaching positio n ,  has an underst anding of 
basic elememts represent ative of g ood t e aching , and has incorporated 
a systematic method of presenting a lesson ,  should be fully qualified 
to make an int elligent examinatio n of t he teaching mat erials of the 
Sunday s chool . 
The purpose ,  or purposes of the procedure that may be followed 
by the teacher who desires t o  examine his particular Sund ay s chool 
materials may be readily ascert ained as he examine s the questio nnaire .3 
lBens on, 2£• �. , pp . 195-196 .  
2JJ?g. ' p .  200. 
3sf�e Appendix, p .  94 . 
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He should note that the main purpos or purpos e s ,  of this .method of 
evaluation is t o  a id each t e acher in gaining an overall impression of 
c onte nt a.TJ.d methods of t eaching that go od mat erials should contain, 
of every pupil c oncerned . 
Bec au s e  the years pre c eding high s ch ool are o ften consid ered to 
be the most responsible for shaping the of pupils who ,  when reach-
ing high s chool age have n e ed of .more definit e t raining l ife-time 
�esponsibilit ie s ,  only the groups pre ceding r�gh s chool have been 
considered in thi s  quest ionnaire . 
It a .most feature of every use made of the question-
naire t o  correctly t ot al and present the results in the f orm of an 
ation or general summary. Such a plan should stimulate the t e acher t o  
his own t eaching method s . 
V .  POSSIBLE OUTCOMES O F  MISSIONARY EDUCATION 
IN THE SUNDAY SCHOOL 
It may b e  implied various outcomes should have accrued and 
will c ont L"lue t o  be made plain through the of 
educat ion L11 the Sunday s chool . The following items h ave been listed 
by the writer as a s a:nple of possible out c ome s . 
1 .  There sholud b e  an increased L11t erest in mis si ons . 
2 .  There shotud b e  an awakened d e s ire for mis sions i n  the heart 
of the pupil . 
3 .  There sh ould b e  a challenge and desire t o  s erve instilled 
within the heart and life of each pupiL 
?1 
4 . There s hould be a des ire t o  follow the le ading of the Lord, 
j ust as Paul and other mis sionaries did .  
5 . There should be new mis sionary interest taken into the pupils • 
home . 
6 .  There s hould be a desire t o  give . 
7 .  There should be a closer attunement with Christ in the pupils ' 
daily lif e . 
8 .  This study sho uld acquaint the pupil with missionary history 
and knowledge . 
9. The p upil should gain a knowledge of t he e lements of good 
leadership . 
10 . There should be some pupils who will feel the c all to mis s ion­
ary service . 
11 . There should b e  a better trained Sunday s chool pupil personnel 
for missionary service . 
VI . CONCLUSIONS 
The general program o f  missi onary e ducation in the l oc al church 
should be greatly enhance d  by a well-organized Sunday school teaching 
program . 
The church missi onary committee ' s  plana may be channeled most 
effectively through the e fforts of well-qualified le adership pe rsonne l . 
The teacher has been e steemed a position of maj or importance 
in t he Sunday s chool, be cause it i s  t hrough the trained efforts of t he 
teacher, that e nlistment of pupil participation and le arning take s  
place . 
The teacher s hould be more fully equipped t o  include mis sionary 
educati on within the very structure of his teaching program through an 
acquaintance wi th, and an adequate use made of the e lements of g ood 
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teaching, namely, a thorough knowledge of the subj e ct ; the attainment 
of pupil interest ; the correct use of t he language ; a basic understand­
ing of the requirements of a le sson ;  a correct understanding of the 
teaching proc es s ;  a thorough understanding of the le arning process ; and 
a recognition of the nee d  for review and a pplication . 
The teacher should incorporate a definite manner of organizing 
his teaching materials tor most effective use . Such an organization 
of teaching materials and the method of using those materials may be 
known as a le s s on plan . 
A teacher should become thoroughly familiar with his teaching 
materials in order t o  guarantee their most effective use . 
A functioning missi onary e ducation program s hould aid the teacher 
in stimulating every pupil to the highes t  and noblest and worthiest of 
callings, that of being a missionary on the job ,  in the home , in the 
classroom, and anywhere and everywhere he may go . 
CHAPTER V 
SOMM.ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I .  STJMMARY 
In summarizing this study it can be said that : (l) the early 
missionary education endeavors instigated through the Young People 1 s  
Missionar,y Movement greatly influenced the formulation· of a missionary 
education curriculum among many denominations, and the Evangelical United 
Brethren Church in particular; (2 ) the mission ' s  program employed by the 
youth of the Evangelical United Brethren Church today, is only a slightly 
modified form of' the original early day program, thus showing the need 
inherent among many denominations today, namely, the publication of up-­
to-date materials geared t o  meet the needs of' the pupils , especially in 
the area of missionary education; (3) the inclusion of missionary e duca­
tion in a local c hurch took place because there was a felt need for such 
an endeavor ;  (4) the leadership personnel comprising the Board of' Chris­
tian Education were enlisted to investigate , evaluate ,  and differentiate 
between different procedures planned to centralize this program in the 
church ; (5)  the Board of Christian Education selected the procedure that 
showed promise of being adequate t o  meet the situation; (6)  the newly 
appointed central missionary c ommittee laid careful plans so as to intro­
duce and c oordinate every organization into the missionary program of 
the church; (7) the chief educational agency of the church, namely, the 
Sunday school , demonstrated its relationship to the total c hurch program 
o f  missionar,y e ducation; and (8) the leadership personnel of the Sunday 
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school, and mora especially the teacher was introduced to t hose elements 
that comprise good teaching and insure organized teaching plans , and 
became personally acquainted with the content and p:>ssibili ties of teach­
ing materials in regard to missionar.y education. 
II . GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
Since the leadership pe rsonnel of the church is already engaged 
in leading church endeavors ,  and have , thereby, acquired same !mow ledge 
of the techniques of organization, they are the logical ones to insti­
gate plans for missionar.y education in the local church. 
Since missionary education shows promise of being incorporated 
into every phase of the church program, some type of central organiza­
tion is needed . 
Since missionary education embodies the very essence of education, 
well-trained teacher personnel are both necessary and important . 
Since missionary education i s  actually an inseparable part of 
the total church program, every member of the church should be enlisted 
in same type of missionary education activity. 
III. SPECIFIC CONCLUSION 
Since nothing was discovered by this writer regarding the manner 
in which a total church may be employed in a missionar.y education program, 
a definite enumeration of beginning procedures was deemed necessary in 
acq�inting a local church with methods it may employ in beginning a well­
integrated missionary education program. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Several areas w or thy of further study have become evident .from this 
immediate study. 
It is believed by t hi s  writ e r  that s ome important strides are being 
made in a few churches in regard to mis sionar.y e ducation. Although they 
may be quite limited in scope , s uch efforts could serve as .f ollow-up pro­
c edures .for a central mis si onary c ommittee ' s  beginning plans . 
There i s  a definite relationship between the home and the local 
church in regard to mis si onary education . Parental responsibility towards 
their child s hows promise for .further study as it relates t o  missions in 
the total mis sionary education program . 
This study has pin-pointed the need of formulating an actual c urri­
c ulum of missionary education .for the total membership of the l oc al church. 
Such a curriculum would need to be geared to the needs of a certain l ocal 
c hurch situation, but it c ould serve to act as a guide for other local 
churches endeavoring to c arry on a mis sionary education program suitable 
.for meeting the needs of every church member . 
This study has revealed a real need to determine the effect of the 
s hort le ngth of time allocated .for Sunday s chool teaching in comparison 
to the longer length of time allowed for public school teaching . This 
research c ould aid in determining why the role of Sunday s ch ool teachers 
is made even more important, espe cially in view of the short time pupils 
have to learn basic truths necessary for successful Christian living. 
A most worthwhile study could be made for the purpose of ascer­
taining what gains are actually accomplished through employing various 
methods of developing mis sionary education le aders ; methods chosen by 
several specified local churche s . 
not only to text-book knowle dge but to all information that 
they may pos se s s ,  however acquired . 
2 .  Make the most of the pupil 1 s knowledge and e xperience . Let 
them reel its extent and value, as a means to further know­
ledge . 
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J .  Encourage your pupils to clear up and freshen their knowle dge 
by a clear statement of it . 
4.  Begin with facts or ideas that lie near y our pupils, and 
that can be reached. by a single s tep from what is already 
familiar; thus , geography naturally begins with the hane 
town, history with the p upils ' own memories ,  morals with 
their own c onscience . 
5 · Relate every le sson as much as possible to former le s sons , 
and with the pupils ' knowledge and e xperience . 
6 .  Arrange your presentation so that each step of the l esson 
shall lead easily and natw·ally to the next . 
7 .  Proportion t he steps of the le ssons to the ages and attain­
ments o1' your pupils . Do not disc ourage your children with 
le ssons or exercises that are too long, or fail to ri se to 
the expectations of older p upils by giving them le ssons 
that are too easy. 
8. Find illustrations in the commonest and most 1'amiliar objects 
s uitable for the purpose . 
9 .  Lead the pupils themselves to find illustrations from their 
own experience . 
10 . Make every new fact or principle familiar to your pupils ; try 
to e stablish and intrench it firmly, that it will be avail­
able for use in explaining new material to come . 
ll .  Urge the pupils to make use of their own knowledge and attain­
ments in every way that is p racticable, to f ind or explain 
other knowledge . Teach them that knowledge is power by showing 
them how knowledge really helps to s olve problems . 
12 .  Make every advance clear and .t'amiliar, so that the progress 
to the next succeeding s tep shall in every case be on known 
ground. 
13. As far as possible , c hoose the problems which you give to 
your pupils r rom their own activities ,  and thus increase the 
chances that they will be real and not artificial problems . 
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14 .  Remember that your pupils are learning t o  think, and that to 
think properly they must learn t o  face ·intelligently and 
reflectively the problems that arise in connection with 
their s chool work, and in connection with their life out­
side of s chool .l 
lh! &!!. 2!. � Pupil 
1 .  Never begin a class exercis e  until the attention of the 
class has been secured. Study for a moment the faces of 
the p upils to see if all are mentally, as well as bodily, 
present . 
2 .  Pause whenever the attention is interrupted or l os t ,  and 
wait until it is canpletely r egained. 
3. Never wholly exhau.et the attention of your pupils . stop 
as s oon as s igns of fatigue appear . 
4 .  Adapt the length of t he class exe rcise to the ages of the 
pupils ; and younger the pupi!s , the briefer the le s son. 
5 .  Arouse the attention when necessary be variety in your 
presentation, but be careful to avoid distractions ; keep 
the real lesson in view. 
6 .  Kindle and maintain the highest possible interest in the 
subj ect . Interest and attention react upon each other. 
7 . Present those aspects of the lesson, and use such illustra­
tions as will correspond to the ages �d attainments of t he 
pupils . 
8 .  Appeal whenever pos sible t o  the interests o f  your pupils . 
9 .  The favorite stories , songs, anct subj ects of the pupils are 
often keys to their interest and attention. Find out what 
these are, and make use of t hem .  
10. Look for sources o f  distraction, such as unusual noises, 
ins ide the clas sroom and out, and reduce them to a minimum. 
ll .  Prepare beforehand thought-provoking questions . Be s ure that 
these are not beyond the age and a ttainments of your pupils .  
1�., p. 68 . 
12. Make your presentations as attractive as possible, using illus­
trations and all legitimate devices . Do not, however, let 
these deVices be so prominent as themselves to become sources 
of' distraction. 
13. Maintain and exhibit in yourself the closest attention to and 
most genuine interest in the les son. True attention is 
contagious . 
14 ..  Study the best use of the aye and hand.. Your pupils will 
respond t o  your earnest gaze and your lifted hand.,l 
� L!!, £! Review !m! Application 
1 .  Consider reviews as a lways in order . 
2 . Have set time s f or revi ew .  At the beginning o f  each period 
review briefly the preceding less on .  
3 .  At the close o f  e ach lesson, glance backward at the ground 
which has been covered. 
4 .  After five o r  six les sons , or at the close of a topic, take 
a review from the beginning . 
5 .  Whenever a reference to 1'ormer 1e ssons can profitably be made , 
the opportunity thus afforded to bring old knowledge into 
fresh light should be seized. 
6 .  All new lessons should be made to bring int o  review and 
application the material of former 1e ssons . 
7 . Make the first review as s oon as practicable after the 
le sson is first 1e arned . 
S .  In order to make reviews easily and rapidly, the teacher 
should hold i n  mind the material that has been learned, 
in large units or blocks, ready for instant use .  
9. New questions on old le ss ons , new illustrations for old 
texts , new proof .for old statements , new applications of 
old truths, will often send the pupil back with fresh 
interest to his old material, thus affording a profitable 
review . 
1Ibid. ,  p .  37. 
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10. The final review, which should never be omitted, should be 
searching, comprehensive, and masterful, grouping the dif fer­
ant topics of the s ubj ect as on a map . 
11 .  Find as many applications as possible . 
12 .  Do not forget the value o f  hand-work i n  review . 
1.3 . Encourage the pupils t o  ask questions on the material of 
previous lessons .l 
The Law of the Teacher 
_ _ _ _  ........ ......., ......., 
1 .  Prepare each le sson by fresh study. Last year ' s  knowledge 
has necessarily faded somewhat . Only fresh conceptions in­
spire us to our best e fforts . 
2 .  Find in the lesson its analogies to more familiar facts 
and principle s .  In these lie the illustrations by which 
it may be taught to others • 
.3 . Study the lesson until it takes s hape in familiar language . 
The final product of clear thought is clear speech. 
4 . Find the natural order of t he several steps of the le sson. 
In every science there is a natural ·path f rom the simplest 
notions to the broadest views;  so, too in every le sson.  
5.  Find the relation of the 1e sson to the lives o1' the learn­
ers .  Its practical value lies in t hese relations . 
6 .  Use freely all legitimate aids , but never rest until the 
real understanding is clearly b efore you. 
7 .  Bear in mind that complete mastery of a few things is bet tar 
than an effective smattering of many. 
8 .  Have a definite time for the study of e ach le sson, in advance 
of teaching . All things help the duty done on time . One 
keeps on learning the lesson studies in advance , and gathers 
fresh interest and illustrations . 
9 . Have a plan of s tudy, but do not hesitate , when necessary, 
to s tudy beyond the plan . The best device is t o  ask and 
answer these que stions about the le sson: What? How? Why? 
10. Do not deny yourself' the help of good books on the subj ect 
of your lessons . Buy, b orrow, or beg, if necessar,y, but 
obtain somehow the help of the best thinkers, enough at 
least to stimulate your own thought ;. but do not read with­
out thinld.ng . If possible , talk the la sson over with an 
intelligent f riend; collision often brings light . In the 
absence of these aids , w rite your own views ; expressing 
your thoughts in writing may clear them of obscurities . ttl 
I!!! .!!!! .2.{ � Teachigg Process 
1 .  Adapt lessons and assignments to the ages and attainments 
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of the pupils . Very young children will be interested more 
in whatever appeals to the senses, and e specially in activi­
ties . 
2 .  Select lessons which relate to  the environment and needs of 
the pupils . 
3 .  Consider carefully the subj ect and the le sson t o  be taught, 
and find its point of contact within the lives of your 
pupils . 
4 . Excite the pupil ' s  interest in the le s son when it i s  assigned 
by some question or by some statement which will awaken 
inquiry. 
5 .  Place yourself frequently in the position of a pupil among 
your pupils , and j oin in the search for some fact or 
principle . 
6 .  Repress your impatience which cannot wait for the pupil t o  
explain himself , and which tends t o  take his words out of 
his mouth. 
7 .  In all class exercises  aim to excite constantJ.,y fresh in­
terest and activity. 
8 .  Observe each pupil to see that his mind i s  not wandering so 
as to forbid its actiVities being bent to the lesson in 
hand. 
9 .  C0unt it your chief duty to awaken the minds of your pupils, 
and do not rest until each child shows his mental actiVity 
by asking questions . 
libid . , p .  20. 
10. Repress the desire to t ell all you knaw or think upon 
the le sson or s ubj ect .  
ll. Give the pupil time to think, after you are sure that his 
mind is actively at work, and encourage him to ask questions 
when puzzled. 
12 . Do not answer too promptly the questions asked, but restate 
them, to give them greater f orce and breadth, and often 
answer with new questions to secure deeper thought . 
13 . Teach pupils to ask \"lb.at? Wb.y? and How?-the nature, cause, 
and me thod of every fact or principle taught them; also Where? 
When? By Whom? and What of It?--the place, time, actors, and 
consequences of events . 
14. Recitations should not exhaust a subject, but leave addi­
tional work to stimulate the thought and the efforts of the 
pupils .l 
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I write to several missionaries regularly. 
---I possess a picture of this missionar,y or several missionaries . 
I pray for a certain missionary. 
� pray for several mis sionaries . 
I read books on missions regularly. 
-I would read more if I had more time . 
---I subscribe to a missionary magazine of my church. 
-I subscribe to a missionary magazine or an interdenomina-
---tional missionary society. 
___ I read the whole missionary magazine regularly. 
___ I read only certain portions of the missionary magazine . 
_I have invited a f'oreign student or students to my home at 
some time or other. 
_I would like to invite a foreign student to my home if I 
had the opportunity. 
_I would be willing to have my son or my daughter go to the 
mission field if he or she should reel the call. 
_I would rather not see my s on or daughter go to the 
mission field. 
_I would like to have t he pastor preach more sermons on 
missions, the challenge of missions, etc . 
_I hear enough sermons and talks on mis sions already. 
_I enjoy singing missionary hymns . 
I would like to have m ore missionary hymns included in our 
---song services . 
___ I feel that we are singing enough missionary hymns . 
_I would like to hear more and study more about mis sions 
in my Sunday-school class . 
_I would not care t o  s tudy about missions in � Sunday 
school class . 
___ I feel that the Lord would have me be a foreign missionary. 
I feel that the Lord would have me be a mis sionary in my 
-own home . 
Criteria £2! � Observation Technique 
1 .  Do we seem to be using all the available avenues of mission­
ary education in our church? 
2 .  Do we seem to  be giving balanced attention t o  all }ilases of 
the missionary enterprise? National and international? Evan­
gelistic , educational, medical, and agricultural? 
.3 .  Do we seem t o  b e  reaching aJ. l  ages equally well? Are we 
attracting young people as well as adults? Children as well 
as young people? Are there any neglected age-groups in the 
church, such as young adults ?  
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4·  Do we seem to be reaching both sexes equally well? Men as well 
as women? Boys as well as girls? 
5 · Do we seem to b e  reaching an ever increasing proportion of our 
constituency? one-half of the w omen were reached last year, has 
the proportion grown to two-thirds now? If we reached one-third 
of the yo� men last year, are we now reaching at least one-
half now?l 
6 .  Does there seem t o  be a real enthusiasm for missionary speakers? 
7 .  Does there appear t o  b e  an adequate amount of money taken up 
for mis sionary purposes? 
8.  Does there seem t o  be a response of the young people to mission­
ary service? 
Test;ng l2! Knowledge 2! General MissionarJ[ Information 
{Underline the statement in each case that be st completes the 
sentence) 
1 .  The Great Commission i s  found in-the book of Acts ,  the clos­
ing chapter of Matthew, the opening section of John. 
2.  The great apostle to the Gentiles was--Paul, Peter, John. 
3 .  The founder of modern missions was-Francis Xavier, St . Augus­
tine , William Carey. 
4. David Livingstone was-a Scot , an Irishman, an, American. 
5 .  Francis Xavier lived in-the 13th . century, the 16th . century, 
the 19th . century. 
6 .  Shinto is the native faith of-India, China, Japan. 
7 . Mohammedanism (Islam) worships--one god, three gods, many gods . 
8 .  Christian! ty first reached China-before the time of Colwnbus, 
around the time of C0lwnbus , within the past hundre d years . 
9 . The Bible is now published in about--100 di fferent languages 
and diale cts, 500, 1, 000 .. 
10 . John G .  Paton was a mis sionary to-the South Sea Islands, India, 
Africa . 
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ll. One of the o ut standing missionaries of the first half of this 
century was-Robert Morrison, Mahatma Gandi, Albert Schweitzer.  
12 . The religion that in its original form provided for the worship 
of no god at all was--confucianism, Buddhism, Zoroastrianism. 
1,3 . The chief task o f  national (home ) missions has been -to start 
new churche s where there were none, to raise money for mis­
sionary work abroad, to carry on missionary education in the 
home church. 
l4 .  The Great Mis sionary Awakening took place around--1700, 1800, 
1900. 
15 . In the first century after the Reformation the Protestants 
were--very active in f oreign missionary work, much interested 
in missions , but unable to do much, not greatly interested in 
missions . 
16. Missionary work has been hardest among-confucianists , Moslems , 
Hindus . 
17 . The people of South America are prl.ncipaJ4r-Protestants, 
Roman Catholics , Adherents of n o  faith. 
18.. The chief obstacle to missionary work in recent years has been 
--a shortage of trained missionaries ,  the rising tide of non­
religious systems of thought , the inability of denominations 
to w c:rk  t ogether. 
19 . The most severe pe rsecution of Christians has taken place in­
South Africa, Australia, Japan .. 
The answers to the questions are listed as follows : 
l .  -2nd. 
� .  --lst .  
,3 .  -.3rd . 
4. -lst . 
5 .  -2nd. 
6 .  --.:3rd. 
7 .  --lst .  
a. -1st . 
9 .  -:3rd . 
10. --1st . 
ll . -Jrd . 
12 .  -2nd. 
1.:3. -lst . 
14 .  -2nd. 
15.  -3rd. 
16. --2nd. 
17. -2nd. 
18. -2nd. 
19 . --.:3rd .1 20. -2nd. 
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Testip& !2£ Knowledge £! 1h!  Missionarz Program 2£ A Denomination 
1. The foreign lands in which our church is doing work arec __ 
------� -----'· ----' ----� -----' ----� ---------· 
2 .  In this country some o f  the places at which our board of 
national (home ) missions has work arec ____ .-l'------· 
3 . I think my own congregation gives about $ ___ a year for the 
support of missions both in this country and elsewhere . 
4.  Some o f  the names of our missionaries of which I can think at 
present are , , • 
--------' -------J ------' ------� -------' --------· 
5 .  As nearly as I recall, we have mission schools ate ____ _ 
---------v ------' ------' ------� ------' ------
6 .  As nearly as I recall, we have mission hospitals at ___ _ 
----------� -------' --------� -----�· ------�·----------· 
7 .  Our denomination has been doing missionary work since about_. 
8. Some of the greatest difficulties that our denomination faces 
in its missionary work at present are '------------· 
9 .  The most interesting mis sionary incident I have ever heard i s  
about-------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------- · 
10. The missionary books and magazines that I have read during thf 
past year include , • 
ll .  
12 .  
1.3 . 
1.4. 
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Are there extra resource o r  visual materials listed? Yes No • 
If s o, check types you have used or are using : 
Bible Atlas __
_
_
 _
 
Bible Dict.ionar;y ___ _ 
Bible Storybook. ___ _ 
Bible Commentary ___ _ 
Blackboard. _____ _ 
Filmstrips�----------Yotion pictures ______ __ 
Slides_""'!""'-=:-�---=-­Pictures & Photographs __ 
Bulletin Board._ __ _ 
Object Lesson 
Flannel .Mater:.:-ia"":l:-s---
Specimens & Models __ _ 
Yaps 
________________ __ 
Posters
.�
-------------
Field Trips _____ 
_ 
Charts & Diagrams __ _ 
Others _______ _ 
Do the materials definite� interest you as a teacher? 
Yes No • 
- -
-
-
Do the materials seem t o  interest your pupils? Yes No • - -
Are there aey elements i ncluded pertaining t o  missions? 
Yes_No_. If s o, check those you have noted in your 
materials : 
A home mis sion field 
---A foreign mission field 
Training for prospe ctive missionaries :  
_Importance of physical f itness (tempe rance ,  etc . )  
_social relation imperatives (getting along wi. th 
othe rs ,  etc . )  
___ Importance of feeling responsibility for education 
( a  Christian ' s  study habits ,  e tc . )  
_Presentation and cha.JJ.enge o f  certain service oppor­
tunities (missionary doctors, nurses ,  teachers ) 
_Spiritual preparednes s  (relationship with God) :  
Prayer 
Bible reading 
Salvation 
Sanctification 
_stewardship: 
of time 
-of money 
___ Most phases of missions are only implied? 
_Some phase of missions could easily be incorporated into 
the le ss on. 
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APPENDIX 
APPENDIX I 
RULES FOR TEACHERS 
.I!!! � 9.! � Language 
1 .  Study constantly and carefully the language of the pupils , 
to learn what words they use and what me anings they give to 
these words . 
2 .  Secure from them a s  full a statement as possible of their 
knowledge of the subj ect , to learn both t heir ideas and 
their modes of expressing them, and to help t hem to correct 
their knowledge • 
3 .  Expres s  yourself as f ar as possible in the l anguage of your 
pupils, carefully correcting any e rrors in the meaning they 
read into your wo rds . 
4 . Use the simplest and the fewest words that will express 
your meaning . Unnecessary words add to the child ' s  m rk, 
and increase the possibilities for misunderstanding . 
5 . Use short sentences ,  of the simplest c onstruction . Long 
sentences are diffic ult to attend to and are frequently 
confusing to the children. 
6 .  If the pupil obviously fails to understand you, repeat your 
thought in other language, if po ssible with greater 
simplicity . 
7 . Help the meaning of the wo rds by illustrati ons ; natural obj ects 
and pictures are t o  be preferred for young children. Take 
illustrations from the children ' s  own experiences whenever 
possible . 
8 .  Vfuen it is necessary to teach a new word, give the idea 
before the word . This can be done best by simple illustra­
tions closely related to the children ' s  own experience . 
9. Try to increase the number of the pupil ' s  words , and at the 
same time improve the clearnes s  of meaning . Real enlargement 
of a child ' s  vocabulary means an increase of his knowledge 
and pmv er .  
10. As t he  acquisition of language i s  one of the i mportant aims 
in the proce s s  of education, do not be c ontent to have your 
pupils listen in silence very long at a time ,  no matter how 
attentive they are .  Encourage them to talk 1'reely. 
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11. Here, as everywhere in teaching the young, � haste slowlz. 
Each word should be learned thoroughly before others are 
added . 
l2 .  Test frequently the pupil 1 s understanding of t he words that 
he use s ,  to make sure that he a ttaches no incorrect meaniM 
and that he sees the true meaning as vividly as possible .l 
� !:!!, 2.! 2 Learning Process 
1 .  Help the pupil to form a clear idea of the work to  be done . 
2 . Warn him that the w ords of his lesson have been carefully 
chosen .. 
3 .. Show him that usually more things are implied than are told.  
4.  Ask him to  express, in his own words , the meaning of the 
lesson as he understands it , and to persist until he has 
the wnole thought . 
5 .  Let the reason why be perpetually asked till the pupil is 
brought to feel that he is expected to give a reason for 
his opinions . 
6 .  Aim to make the pupil an independent investigator--a student 
of nature and a seeker after truth. Cultivate in him the 
habit of research. 
7 .  Help him to test his conceptions to see that they reproduce 
the truth taught, as far as his powers permit . 
S. Seek constantly to develop in pupils a profound regard 
for truth as something noble and enduring . 
9. Teach the pupils to hate shams and sophistries and to shun 
them.2 
!!!!, !!!!, sa:, � J.esson 
1.  Find out what your pupils know of the subj ect you wish to 
teach to them; this is your starting point . This refers 
lviolet c .  Carlson, Ih!. Christian Educator ' s  � (Minneapolis : 
The Board of Christian Education, 1953) ,  p.  51 . 
2Ibid. , p. 103-104. 
APPENDIX II 
METHODS OF A MISSIONARY EDU::ATION SURVEY 
Criteria 2£ ! Questionnaire 
1 .  Name types of service participated in. ( check types ) 
city miesion�­
j aU.--!"-"":�-­j uvenile home _ 
home for aged ____ 
hospital. ___ _ 
others 
_
___ _ 
' 
2 .  Name type of service o r  services rendered . ( check o r  name type ) 
sang (bass_, tenor_, alto_, soprano ____ --' 
played the ptano_��---:--------------played some other instrument ___ -.7 _ _ __,, ______ _ 
gave your testimony ________________
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
 
__
_ 
prayed�---------------------------------------------
preached._ 
__________________________________________ 
___ 
others ----------------------� ---------------------
3 . Stewardship of money for mis sions . (check )nlz those applying 
to you 
_I include missions i n  my regular giving week by week. 
_I include missions in my giving � a month . 
_I give a certain amount to the men for missio ns project regularly. 
___ I give a certain amount to the men for mds si ons project 
only at certain time s . 
_I pay my dues to the women ' s  missionary group regularly . 
_I don ' t  pay any dues to the women ' s  missionary group, 
although I do attend. 
___ I help support a women ' s  missi onary proj ect re gular�. 
_r help support a women' s  missionary proj ect only spon­
taneously. 
___ I help support a missionary affiliated with an inter­
denominational board . 
_I help s upport a certain proje ct or an int erdenomina­tional board . 
4 .  Personal response toward the total mi s sionary enterprise . 
(check onlz those applying t o  you) 
_I write to a cer.tain missionary regularly. 
APPENDIX III 
ADDITIONAL PROJECTS FOR MISSIONARY EDUCATION 
Missionap- c onference . The conference has involved various pre­
parations e s s ential to the s uccess of the whole endeavor. 'Round-the-
clock prayer for mis s ions has been featured one month before the con-
ference began . Sunday school teachers have made up a Chart where 
students can sign, indicating they will pray during a s pecific hour . 
All displays , c urios , s cale models of mis sion village s ,  bulletin boards , 
and other exhibits have been prepared ahead of time . IVhen it is time f or 
the conference to begin, all members of the Sunday school and visitors 
are on hand the first day. The c onference may last for one week, and 
meet for an hour each day after s chool . Mis sionaries are on hand t o  
present a dif ferent field o f  work each day . On Sunday morning, miss ion­
aries vi sit the different departments of the Sunday school, and are a ssigned 
to the age group most suited to their personality and me ssage . 
Mis sions festival . This could come about as the climax to the 
reading ot· mi s sionary books and mission study classe s .  The purpose of 
it is to arouse interest and awaken renewed response toward mis sion 
work. Preparation f or such a program wo uld involve : 
1 .  Learning customs , costumes , and songs sung in countries studied .  
2 . Learning the games played, type o f  1'ood e aten, and various 
characteri stics of each nation . 
3 .  Prepare an evening program : 
Specialize on the food and folkways popular in the c ountry 
c hosen .  Sing the various native s ongs . Have a series of 
games . The host and hostess are dres s ed in the costumes of 
that country. l 
lstevens , .22• £ll. ,  p .  161. 
APPENDIX IV 
A SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIR� FOR SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHERS 
L What age group do you teach? 
Nursery 
Beginners 
_Primary 
(check one ) 
Junior 
Intermediate 
(check either yes ___ or no ___ following each question) 
2 .  Are your materials attractive in appearance? Yes_No_. 
3 .  Are the pictures representative of your age group? Yes No • - -
4 .  Are the illustrations presented, typical of your age group? 
Yes No • - -
5 .  Doe s the language of the context seem to be wrl tten for the 
level of understanding of your age group? Yes_No_. 
6 .  Is there a variety of interest e lements presented throughout 
the quarter? Yes ___ No ___ • 
7 . Is the story content true to the Bible context if a Bible 
background is  used? Yes_No_. 
8. Are the various ne eds and interests of your pupils cared 
for throughout the quarter? Yes_No_. 
9. Are opportunities for pupil participation or a ctivities 
s uggested? If so , check types suggested: 
Songs 
-Making up stories ---Dramatization 
Prayer 
_Bible reading 
___ Drawing pictures 
___ Cutting activities 
Coloring -
Discussion ---Scripture memorization 
-
10 . Are there definite helps provided for teacher inspiration? 
Yes_No_. 
